Through the development of community-wide financial support, planning and allocations, the mission of the Milwaukee Jewish Federation is to ensure the continuity of the Jewish people, to enhance the quality of Jewish life and to build a strong and unified Jewish community in Milwaukee, in Israel and throughout the world.

In fulfilling its mission, the Federation is committed to the principles of Klal Yisrael (the collective unity of the Jewish people), tzedakah (the obligation to care for one another) and tikkun olam (improving the society in which we live).

This year we received our sixth consecutive 4-star rating by Charity Navigator, the highest rating granted.
In 1902 a handful of generous donors realized that raising money collectively, rather than as individuals, was the most efficient way to meet growing needs. This year, our 115th, the financial results clearly demonstrate the success of this approach. Our 2017 Annual Campaign raised $6.2 million, the third increase in a row, and our Jewish Community Foundation’s assets have grown to $178 million.

The Federation’s collective approach applies to everything we do. We work with over 400 volunteers to address critical questions: How can we ensure that our community continues to be guided by talented Jewish leaders? Where should we invest our Annual Campaign dollars to make the biggest impact? How will we support ourselves financially not just today but also tomorrow? How can we maintain our identity as a community, and how can we forge critical relationships with the world around us?

Uniting as a community was especially important this year. We witnessed an increase in bigotry, continuing concern for Israel, and growing uncertainty about how our community, our state, and our country will meet our most basic needs. This report tells the story of our collective impact…and why Federation is as important today as it ever has been.

We thank each individual and family who contributed their time, expertise and financial resources to make this such a successful year. We couldn’t be more grateful.

Andrea Schneider
Board Chair

Hannah Rosenthal
CEO/President
WHO WE ARE:
INTERNATIONAL
PARTNER AGENCIES

American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee

Jewish Agency for Israel

Taglit-Birthright Israel

World ORT

LOCAL PARTNER AGENCIES - continued

Hillel Foundation at University of Wisconsin-Madison

Hillel Milwaukee

Interfaith Conference of Greater Milwaukee

Jewish Beginnings Lubavitch Preschool

Jewish Family Services

Milwaukee Jewish Day School

Ovation Communities

Yeshiva Elementary School
WHO WE ARE: NATIONAL AGENCIES

- American Jewish World Service
- Association of Jewish Family and Children’s Agencies
- BBYO Hillel International
- Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society
- Jewish Community Centers Association of North America
- Jewish Council for Public Affairs
- Jewish Federations of North America
- Jewish Telegraphic Agency
- National Coalition Supporting Eurasian Jewry

WHO WE ARE: PROPERTIES

- Evan and Marion Helfaer Community Service Building (photo at left)
- Golda Meir Apartments
- Habush House
- Hillel Milwaukee Student Center/ Joseph and Vera Zilber Building
- Maurice S. Surlow Senior Residences
- Max and Anita Karl Jewish Community Campus
- Shlichut Residence
I have problems remembering things, and sometimes it’s hard for me to communicate. ReCharge! is a program at Ovation Communities that helps me. It stimulates my brain, improves my ability to find my words, and helps me with socialization. My husband has noticed that I don’t struggle as much for words, and I can do my activities at home more independently because of ReCharge!

I have vision problems and had a cornea transplant so I can’t do many of my hobbies. I used to knit, sew and cook. I also used to be a volunteer at Ovation when it was the Jewish Home. Now I’m benefiting from an organization that I supported for many years. If I didn’t have ReCharge!, I would be sitting around at home. It’s a very comfortable place to be.

— Edie Shafer
When I was in third grade at Milwaukee Jewish Day School, we had an Israeli named Moshe Shmueli live with us. He was a Shin Shin — a high school graduate who spent a year volunteering in Milwaukee — through the Federation’s Israel Center. Over the months he was here we became almost like brothers. I sometimes Skype with him, and we visited him when we went to Israel. Now he’s like a cousin who lives somewhere far away but is still part of our family.

Israel is important because my ancestors are from there and because it’s the center of the Jewish world. Getting to know someone from the other side of the world brings everyone closer together. Having a Shin Shin like Moshe in Milwaukee brings Jews here closer to Israel.

— Ari Graupe
I’m a sophomore at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. This past year the student government introduced legislation addressing important issues like gun control and police brutality. To the dismay of Jewish students, the legislation became a Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions vehicle as it linked these issues singularly to Israel and to the conflict in the Middle East. The tension increased when a meeting to discuss this legislation was held during Passover.

Hillel Foundation at UW-Madison helped us navigate the student legislative process and felt like a second home to many of us. It’s important to have a place for Jews on campus to be together and to tackle issues like BDS. This is a battle that can’t be won individually. We need organizations like Hillel in Madison, Hillel Milwaukee, and the Federation’s Jewish Community Relations Council. They have the knowledge and ability to support Jews on campus.

— Julia Brunson
Planning for the Future

Giving my kids opportunities for Jewish education is very important to my family. My three children have been involved in many of Milwaukee’s amazing Jewish education programs. Altogether they went to Jewish Beginnings Lubavitch Preschool, Bader Hillel Academy, Milwaukee Jewish Day School, and several Jewish camps including camps of the Harry & Rose Samson Family Jewish Community Center. We were able to find the right fit for each of our kids because we have so many high quality options, most of which are funded by the Federation.

I know how important these opportunities were for my family, and I know they are important for the Jewish community as a whole. That’s why I served as co-chair of the Federation’s Education Task Force this past year in cooperation with the Federation’s Coalition for Jewish Learning. Together we figured out what our community should be doing now and in the coming years to develop Jewishly-engaged adults in the future.

— Linda Bader
My grandfather has told me stories about the challenges he experienced growing up as a Jew. I don’t know what it’s like to be discriminated against – to be denied a job or belittled because I’m Jewish. I’ve been fortunate to grow up in a community with great Jewish organizations built by great leaders like my grandparents. That’s why I became involved in the Federation’s Young Leadership Division. I’ve had the pleasure of helping to empower the next generation of Jewish leaders. I’ve had incredible leadership experiences including participating in a Federation mission to Eastern Europe where we dedicated a memorial to Jews and others who were murdered in the Holocaust. The Federation is helping me do my part to continue my grandfather’s work in strengthening our Jewish community.

– Danny Kerns
As chair of the Women’s Campaign for the Milwaukee Jewish Federation, I’ve learned a great deal about the needs of our community, and how we meet them through the Federation’s Annual Campaign. I’ve met people whose lives have been changed – even saved – by the Federation’s support. I am so fortunate to have met and worked with many new friends, including volunteers and staff, who share my values and care so deeply about the community. These are women who believe, as I do, that Jews must take care of each other. If we do not support our Jewish community, no one else will do it for us.

Serving in my current role, I’m in a position to share what I’ve learned with others. The Federation unites our community – takes care of the most vulnerable Jews, fosters Jewish identity, provides a platform for us to communicate, helps students fight anti-Semitism, and coordinates our response when crises occur. I look forward to another great year as Women’s Campaign Chair, and I welcome everyone to join us in our essential work to support and sustain our Jewish community today, and build a Jewish community we can all be proud of for generations to come.

— Judy Coran
Growing up in Minnesota, I had a great Jewish life. I went to a Reform synagogue, participated in Jewish youth groups, and was both a camper and a counselor at a Jewish camp. The Minneapolis Jewish Federation gave me a scholarship to help me get through college at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee where I earned a degree in American Sign Language interpretation.

I took advantage of Jewish opportunities on campus. But once I graduated, I realized that my Jewish life was in limbo. That’s when I became involved with Shalom Milwaukee. Anna Goldstein, the Federation’s outreach coordinator, has given me a path toward meeting other young Jewish professionals and creating a Jewish life for myself. We need to stick together as a Jewish community. Federation is the nexus of Jewish life for me and for many others.

— Jake Hoffman
Engaging Jewish Teens

Judaism has always been a part of my life and always will. I’ve been fortunate to attend Jewish Beginnings Lubavitch Preschool, the Milwaukee Jewish Day School, and Jewish summer camps including those of the Harry & Rose Samson Family Jewish Community Center. Now I’m involved with BBYO – Wisconsin Region. They are helping build a generation of teens that have a need and desire for Jewish community. It’s about the future, not just today.

This summer I participated in BBYO’s International Teen Leadership Conference. The best part was meeting an Orthodox girl from Austria. She is helping bring BBYO to her home town. On the last night, I had a magical experience while we were singing songs as a group and holding hands. I realized that being Jewish extends beyond geography. We will always be connected to each other.

– Blair Wales
Together we teach students about Jews, Jewish life, and the Holocaust. Many of the students we see have never met a Jew before participating in our programs. Some reveal their own stereotypes of Jews by asking questions like, why do Jews have so much money? Interacting with Survivors, and learning how hatred and bigotry affected the Survivors and their families, is often a life changing experience for these kids. They listen so carefully and respectfully with an understanding that hearing first-hand accounts of the Holocaust is a precious experience. Many become advocates for the Survivor community by sharing the stories with friends and family.

The students develop a deeper understanding of the extreme outcome of deeply-held racist beliefs. And they learn about the everyday impact that hate and bias can have on those around them.

— Brittany Hager McNeely (left), Director of Education and Engagement, Nathan and Esther Pelz Holocaust Education Resource Center

— Ellie Gettinger (right), Education Director, Jewish Museum Milwaukee
I have struggled for many years with mental health issues. I was raised Jewish and went to synagogue. I had a wonderful childhood. My parents are deceased and now I’m on my own. Things were going pretty well until I had hip replacement surgery. Jewish Family Services gave me food cards to help me buy groceries. You don’t know how much that helped. I have bad lungs and didn’t have enough money for my inhalers. I don’t know how I would have made it without the food cards.

JFS treated me with respect. I’m not a charity case. I work part-time as a dishwasher at Waukesha Memorial Hospital. I’m proud of my work. I interact with RNs, CNAs, housekeeping, doctors. They all come through our cafeteria. I’ve been blessed by my job and blessed by JFS.  

— Elyse Nobler
CARING FOR OUR MOST VULNERABLE

Jews take care of each other, especially our most vulnerable. The Milwaukee Jewish Federation cares for those in need locally and internationally through a network of partners. We help address chronic issues like poverty, hunger and isolation. And when disaster strikes we are already on the ground, ready to help, through partnerships we fund year-round.

HOW WE DO IT

In Milwaukee, we invest in organizations like Jewish Family Services, which provides social services to vulnerable populations including individuals who are struggling with aging, disabilities and poverty. Last year they delivered 7,300 hours of clinical mental health services. Through J-HELP, Jewish Family Services distributed $138,200, raised by the Milwaukee Jewish Federation, to Jewish clients to meet critical needs like food, medicine and electricity.

At Ovation Communities, we fund memory care programs for individuals with early-stage dementia and individuals with early onset dementia. We also support Ovation’s Adult Day Center, which provided a cumulative 3,212 days of support, socialization and personalized care to seniors.

The Jewish Community Pantry, a partnership between the Harry & Rose Samson Family Jewish Community Center and the Federation’s Women’s Philanthropy, provided food for over 36,000 visitors this year.

Internationally we invest in partners who deal with the chronic needs of vulnerable populations around the world and work to change their circumstances for the future. The American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC) responds to our world’s neediest Jews including Holocaust Survivors, many of whom are impoverished and require medical care. The Jewish Agency for Israel works to improve the lives of Jews in Israel, including children living in high-risk, low-income communities, and to develop relationships with Diaspora Jews.

These partners also respond when disaster strikes. JDC, which is on the ground everywhere Jews live and ready to mobilize, delivered food and emergency supplies when an earthquake devastated coastal areas of Ecuador.
STRENGTHENING JEWISH LIFE

Our mission includes pursuing the Jewish principle of *Klal Yisrael*, the collective unity of the Jewish people. The Federation deepens a commitment to Jewish life in all its diversity through our own work and through investments in our partner agencies.

HOW WE DO IT

The Federation supports lifelong connections to Judaism through education. We fund two preschools – *Jewish Beginnings Lubavitch Preschool* and *Gan Ami Early Childhood Education* at the *Harry & Rose Samson Family Jewish Community Center* – that set the stage by engaging Jewish children and their families. We also fund three unique and thriving Jewish day schools – *Bader Hillel Academy, Milwaukee Jewish Day School* and *Yeshiva Elementary School*. Altogether 850 children are touched by Federation-funded formal education.

We also strengthen Jewish life for 525 pre-teens and teens through *BBYO-Wisconsin Region*, and hundreds more through many exceptional Jewish programs and activities at the *Harry & Rose Samson Family Jewish Community Center* including the *Steve & Shari Sadek Family Camp Interlaken JCC*.

On campus, *Hillel Milwaukee* and *Hillel Foundation at the University of Wisconsin-Madison* engage 3,000 students, some who have never before explored their Jewish roots and others who are relying on these programs to build a Jewish life as young adults.

The Federation’s own *Coalition for Jewish Learning* helps boost the quality of Jewish education through programs like professional development for educators. Our *Young Leadership Division, Women’s Philanthropy* and *Israel Center* help individuals and families find their own way to connect to the Jewish community. *Jewish Museum Milwaukee* and the *Nathan and Esther Pelz Holocaust Education Resource Center* help us keep our story alive and help the Jewish and greater community learn from it.
CONNECTING WITH ISRAEL

The Milwaukee Jewish Federation creates people-to-people connections, a human bridge, between Milwaukee and Israel. Each year, that bridge becomes stronger and wider as more and more people participate in our programs.

HOW WE DO IT

The Federation’s Israel Center serves as Israel’s central address in the greater Milwaukee community. We engage people of all ages and backgrounds, including on our college campuses, to create a more multi-faceted understanding of the Jewish homeland. This year, we had 52 programs with 3,567 participants, a 30% increase over the previous year. Half of the participants were new to involvement with the Israel Center.

Through our Partnership2Gether (P2G) region, Sovev Kinneret, Israel Center creates connections between the people of Israel and Milwaukee through cultural, professional, educational and travel experiences. Milwaukeeans learned about the cultural diversity in Israel through a P2G delegation of Israelis who represented the many faces of the nation. In one program, the Israelis partnered with Milwaukee immigrants to tell their stories. Participants connected with different food, dances and ceremonies, like the henna ceremony used in Moroccan weddings and a coffee ceremony from Ethiopia.

This year we celebrated 50 years of Shlichut (Israel emissary program), the oldest program of its kind in North America. We develop relationships through our Shlichah and her family, our Israel Campus Fellow, and our Shin Shinim (young Israel emissaries).

We partner with the Jewish Agency for Israel (JAFI) to represent the diaspora’s connection to Israel. One of the issues we’re addressing is religious pluralism. Last year 200,000 Israelis participated in Kahal v’Kehilla, which connects pluralistic Jewish study and practice with civic commitment and social activism.

Our Shlichah (Israel emissary) Amit Yaniv-Zehavi (left) with her family
INVESTING IN JEWISH LEADERS

The Milwaukee Jewish Federation is a volunteer-driven organization. More than 400 volunteers represent our community’s needs and desires in everything we do. Cultivating leaders among our volunteers is essential for the operations of the Federation and for the other Jewish organizations these leaders go on to serve.

HOW WE DO IT

Through Women’s Philanthropy, women leaders learn about the challenges and the opportunities, and the resources and the needs, of our local and international Jewish world. Women visit our local Jewish agencies to understand how they work and the good they are doing. They fulfill the power of their own giving through the Annual Campaign, and create Jewish legacies for the next generation. They learn about endowments and build bridges to the greater Milwaukee community by administering the grants process for the Jewish Women’s Endowment Fund. These experiences, along with our mentoring program, empower them to chart their own volunteer leadership path.

Our Young Leadership Division also develops leaders through education and increasing exposure to leadership opportunities. The George Weinstein Fellowship is a formal training program that culminates in a mission to Israel.

Several of our young leaders also participated in a mission to Vilnius and Berlin with more seasoned leaders. The mission included the dedication of a WWII mass grave with Father Patrick Desbois, a French Catholic priest who is working to identify and document every killing field from that war. Our leaders learned about the impact of the Holocaust in Eastern Europe, the revival of Eastern European Jewry and their own role in ensuring that Jews thrive everywhere they live.
PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE

While the Federation addresses the needs of our community today, we always keep an eye on the future. We think about questions, like how will our community develop today’s children into Jewishly-engaged adults?

HOW WE DO IT

We developed an Education Task Force led by Linda Bader and Dan Sinykin with other volunteers representing the breadth of our Jewish community. Together we learned everything we could about how to educate and engage children from preschool to age 18. We conducted extensive local research and took advantage of national research on what works in Jewish engagement.

Many of the task force’s recommendations are already being implemented. Our new outreach coordinator spends a portion of her time serving as Milwaukee’s Jewish education concierge. She helps schools, camps, youth groups and others tell their story to families, and she helps families connect to the opportunities that are the best fit for their children. We are developing an innovation grants program that will fund new ideas in Jewish education and engagement. We launched a comprehensive marketing campaign to promote opportunities for Jewish education. This includes a website, GoJewishMKE.com, print ads, a blog and more. And we funded LOMED, a program of the Federation’s Coalition for Jewish Learning that provides professional development for local Jewish educators. Additional efforts are still in the planning phase.

The Federation’s next planning has already begun. Our Human Services Task Force is exploring how the Federation should invest in services to support those who are struggling with poverty, aging, disability, mental health and more.
ENHANCING OUR SECURITY

The Milwaukee Jewish Federation tackles issues that no one organization can address on its own. Physical security of our community is one of these issues. We are uniquely positioned to complement the security of individual agencies by taking a community-wide perspective.

HOW WE DO IT

We own seven community properties, which many of our Jewish organizations call home, and others that provide housing for seniors and individuals with disabilities. In the past two years, we have invested $500,000 in security enhancements. We have committed another $300,000 in the year to come.

Our director of security and community properties serves as the liaison between Jewish community organizations and national and local security and law enforcement organizations. He works with Homeland Security, the FBI and local law enforcement to help our Jewish agencies prepare for and prevent a security crisis – and respond should a crisis occur.

Communication is critical in handling a crisis. We monitor threats 24 hours a day, and we maintain a crisis communication system that enables all local Jewish agencies to communicate with each other in case an emergency occurs. We also trained our Jewish community professionals and lay leaders on the fundamentals of communicating during a crisis.

Our Jewish Community Relations Council (JCRC) serves as an advocate and a relationship builder with civic and religious leaders who help create a more secure Jewish community. JCRC staff and lay leaders represent us in state government helping to shape policy and advocate for resources to make Wisconsin a safer place to be Jewish.
STANDING UP FOR JEWISH VALUES

One of the most critical ways that the Federation supports our community is by standing up for Jewish values like Kavod (respect for people and community), Kehilla (building a supportive social environment), Tzedakah (justice and responsibility) and Rahamim (compassion).

HOW WE DO IT

Our Jewish Community Relations Council monitors acts of anti-Semitism and responds when they occur. This year our JCRC, the Jewish Federations of North America’s Israel Action Network, and Hillel on campus joined together to support Jewish students at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. The students were blindsided by blatantly anti-Semitic legislation in the student council that tied many social ills in the U.S., including police violence, to the Israeli military.

Together we assisted Jewish students in dealing with the technical and emotional aspects of this effort.

Jewish Museum Milwaukee and the Nathan and Esther Pelz Holocaust Education Resource Center (HERC) help us stand up for Jewish values. The museum builds bridges with the broader community, telling engaging stories about Judaism and Jewish life to 15,000 individuals each year. And last year alone, HERC helped 21,000 students learn the lessons of the Holocaust in ways that are relevant today.
MEETING TODAY’S FINANCIAL NEEDS

Each year dedicated volunteers and generous donors come together to create a community chest worth millions of dollars. It’s the Milwaukee Jewish Federation’s Annual Campaign. And each year our partner agencies depend on these dollars to deliver the results described throughout this report.

A strong community can be defined by its financial resources, and we have a lot to celebrate. Donors invested $6.2 million in the Milwaukee Jewish Federation’s 2017 Annual Campaign.

$6.2 million – the third increase in three years
$1.7 million – raised by Women’s Philanthropy
7% increase in donors to the Annual Campaign

Our Jewish Community Foundation is playing an increasingly important role in meeting the needs of our community today. Legacy gifts from the Foundation contributed $950,000 to the 2017 Annual Campaign. An additional $10.1 million of grants were distributed from the Foundation to other important causes. The entire Jewish community can celebrate this success because these dollars make their way into nearly every local Jewish organization, and hundreds of others doing good nationally, in Israel and in more than 70 other countries around the globe.
We have a remarkably generous community that also has great foresight. Not only do they care about supporting our community today, they are invested in ensuring financial sustainability tomorrow.

Our Jewish Community Foundation has grown its assets to an all-time high of $178 million. The future looks bright for the Foundation following the third year of Create a Jewish Legacy, an endowment-building program led by the Foundation in partnership with 15 local Jewish organizations. Together we have developed an estimated $18 million in future gifts. And this is just the beginning. Create a Jewish Legacy will continue to assist our partners in building their endowments, enhancing our financial security for tomorrow.
Support by Impact Area

- Human Services: 44%
- Education: 27%
- Culture: 16%
- Religion: 8%
- Other: 5%

Total Support: $18,528,800

Jewish and Secular Recipient Organizations

- Jewish: 83%
- Secular: 17%

Local and National/Overseas Recipient Organizations

- Local: 81%
- National & Overseas: 19%

*Includes funds from our Annual Campaign and our Jewish Community Foundation.
2016-2017 SUMMARY OF SUPPORT FOR OUR COMMUNITY

Through our Annual Campaign and our Jewish Community Foundation (JCF), the Milwaukee Jewish Federation develops and distributes financial resources to support our community locally, nationally and overseas. The Federation also manages properties for the benefit of our community, providing subsidized occupancy to many of our local partner agencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Annual Campaign Allocation</th>
<th>JCF Grants</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bader Hillel Academy</td>
<td>$598,412</td>
<td>$200,774</td>
<td>$251,563</td>
<td>$146,075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBYO - Wisconsin Region</td>
<td>154,743</td>
<td>63,212</td>
<td>33,110</td>
<td>58,421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry &amp; Rose Samson Family</td>
<td>3,024,969</td>
<td>911,266</td>
<td>819,412</td>
<td>1,294,292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish Community Center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillel Foundation - University of Wisconsin (Madison)</td>
<td>603,146</td>
<td>52,372</td>
<td>541,472</td>
<td>9,302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillel Milwaukee</td>
<td>282,708</td>
<td>124,180</td>
<td>56,086</td>
<td>102,442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish Beginnings Lubavitch Preschool</td>
<td>164,487</td>
<td>85,830</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>78,656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish Family Services</td>
<td>1,068,988</td>
<td>458,548</td>
<td>581,136</td>
<td>29,305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Jewish Day School</td>
<td>1,703,349</td>
<td>485,247</td>
<td>922,197</td>
<td>295,905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovation Communities</td>
<td>324,152</td>
<td>19,104</td>
<td>304,750</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeshiva Elementary School</td>
<td>183,326</td>
<td>112,150</td>
<td>65,914</td>
<td>5,261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal - Local Beneficiary</strong></td>
<td>$8,108,280</td>
<td>$2,512,682</td>
<td>3,575,640</td>
<td>$2,019,958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Jewish (Non-Beneficiary)</td>
<td>2,074,140</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>2,024,140</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Secular</td>
<td>2,227,131</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>2,216,717</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal - Other Local</strong></td>
<td>$4,301,271</td>
<td>$60,000</td>
<td>$4,240,857</td>
<td>$414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish Federations of North America</td>
<td>1,246,034</td>
<td>1,244,997</td>
<td>1,037</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Secular</td>
<td>858,417</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>858,417</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other National Jewish</td>
<td>1,253,492</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,253,492</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overseas</td>
<td>188,580</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>188,580</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal - National &amp; Overseas</strong></td>
<td>$3,546,522</td>
<td>$1,244,997</td>
<td>$2,301,525</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MJF - Coalition for Jewish Learning</td>
<td>185,767</td>
<td>123,094</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>62,673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MJF - Israel Center</td>
<td>529,333</td>
<td>438,264</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>91,069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MJF - Jewish Museum Milwaukee</td>
<td>160,246</td>
<td>74,916</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>85,330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MJF - Nathan and Esther Pelz Holocaust Education Resource Center</td>
<td>110,757</td>
<td>17,906</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>92,851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MJF - Operations</td>
<td>1,485,393</td>
<td>1,485,393</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MJF - Wisconsin Jewish Chronicle</td>
<td>101,231</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>101,231</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal - Milwaukee Jewish Federation</strong></td>
<td>2,572,727</td>
<td>2,139,573</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>433,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRAND TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>$18,528,800</td>
<td>$5,957,253</td>
<td>$10,118,022</td>
<td>$2,453,525</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Includes distributions by donors in the Jewish Community Foundation to the Annual Campaign and to assist with MJF operating costs and direct services (CJL, Jewish Museum Milwaukee, Israel Center, JCRC, HERC, and Wisconsin Jewish Chronicle); includes endowment draws by the Jewish community agencies that house their endowments at the Foundation; and includes scholarships distributed by the Foundation. In total, over $13.3M of charitable distributions were made from JCF funds during 2016-17.

(b) Other support for agencies and MJF direct services includes the cost associated with managing community properties including debt service, maintenance, IT consulting, bill payment and similar services, as well as the value of time spent by our Marketing Department.

(c) In 2016-17, we allocated funds raised through our 2017 Annual Campaign ($5.96M).
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Manages investments & provides financial oversight
Audit - Andrew Komisar
Investments - Laurance Newman
Fiscal Stewardship - David Werner

ISRAEL & OVERSEAS
Sharyl Paley
Connects Jews in Milwaukee, Israel, and Overseas
Kesselman Scholarship - Michal Rosenthal
Partnership2Gether - Pnina Goldfarb
Shlichut - Jennifer Saber
Yom HaAtzmaut- Laura Graupe & Ari Domnitz
Yom HaZikaron- Monica Arnstein & Bobbi Rector

JEWISH COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
Stephen L. Chernof
Advises & oversees Foundation’s policies, fund development, investments & distributions
Create a Jewish Legacy - Jody Kaufman Loewenstein
Endowment - Stephen L. Chernof
Investments - Laurance Newman
Scholarships - Allan J. Carneol

JEWISH COMMUNITY RELATIONS COUNCIL
Michael Pollack
Represents the Jewish community in public affairs
Anti-Semitism/Constitutional Law - Ann Jacobs
Interfaith Relations - Jill Plavnick
Social Justice/Domestic Policy - Laura Emir

JEWISH MUSEUM MILWAUKEE
Neena Florsheim
Preserves & presents Jewish history & culture
Executive Committee
Steve Becker
Lori Craig
Penny Deshur
Suzy Ettinger
Lloyd Levine
Marianne Lubar

NATHAN AND ESTHER PELZ
HOLOCAUST EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER
Bev Greenberg
Teaching the lessons of the Holocaust
Community Programs - Ronna Pachefsky and Becky Komisar
Development - Betty Chrustowski and Bruce Peckerman
Education - Jodi Habush Sinykin
Marketing and PR - Judy Schwerm
2016-2017 STAFF

Hannah Rosenthal - CEO/President

Cynthia Jansen - Executive Assistant

BUSINESS SERVICES

Tom Lindow - CFO/COO
John Bennett* - IT Manager
Michelle Brookshire - Senior Accountant
Pat Cornett - Accounting Director
Hannah Hazelberg - Receptionist
Mason Nowak - Accounting Assistant
Tramaine Robinson - Staff Accountant

Properties

Ari Friedman - Director of Security and Community Properties
David Atias - Maintenance
Joel Easterling - Maintenance
Mike Olson - Maintenance
Tommy Rice - Maintenance
Bob Spangenberg - Maintenance Manager

FINANCIAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

Caren Goldberg - MJF Chief Development Officer and Executive Director of the Jewish Community Foundation
Sowa Unora - Executive Assistant

Annual Campaign

Lori Andritsos - Administrative Assistant
Lauren Berger - Young Leadership Division Director
Amy Blumenthal* - Director of Women's Philanthropy
Leslie Burden - Senior Development Administrative Assistant

COMMUNICATIONS & COMMUNITY PLANNING

Stephanie Wagner - VP Communications & Strategy
Tela Bissett - Executive Assistant / Chronicle Subscription Coordinator

Marketing

Jeff Jones - Marketing & Communications Director
Barbara Budish - Senior Graphic Designer
Melissa Taylor - Digital Media Specialist

The Wisconsin Jewish Chronicle

Rob Golub - Editor
Amy Butterfield* - Graphic Designer
Jane Dillon - Sales Representative

OUTREACH

Rabbi Hannah Wallick - VP Outreach, Israel & Overseas
Allison Hayden - Administrative Assistant

Israel Center

Susie Rosengarten* - P2G Coordinator
Amit Yaniv-Zehavi - Shlichah

Jewish Community Relations Council

Elana Kahn - Director

Coalition for Jewish Learning

Tziporah Altman-Shafer - Director
Amanda Stein* - Day School Grants Coordinator

Jewish Museum Milwaukee

Patti Sherman-Cisler - Executive Director
Molly Dubin - Curator
Ellie Gettenger - Education Director
Jay Hyland - Archives Director
Cassie Sacotte - Special Events & Programs Coordinator

Nathan and Esther Pelz Holocaust Education Resource Center

Dr. Shay Pilnik - Executive Director
Brittany Hager-McNeely - Director of Education and Engagement
Sara Sillars* - Educator
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We offer our deepest gratitude to the generous donors who have supported Jewish Milwaukee through gifts to the 2017 Annual Campaign.

Andrea Schneider  
Board Chair

Joan Lubar  
Campaign Chair

Hannah Rosenthal  
CEO/President

Judy Coran  
Women's Campaign Chair

This list reflects gifts that were received as of September 2017. We sincerely apologize for any errors or omissions.

Ron and Ann Abele  
Jack Abrams  
Jay Beder and Dena Abramowitz  
Ben and Molly Abrahams  
John and Marlene Ackeret  
Rabbi Steven and Gail Adams  
Gary and Linda Adelman  
Lynn and Betty Adelman  
Jeff and Karrie Adix  
Marlene Adland  
Joan Lubar  
Judy Coran  
Campaign Chair  
Women's Campaign Chair

Andrea Schneider  
Board Chair

David Moss and Colleen Beaman  
Drs. Brian and Laurel Bear  
Jack and Ruth Beck  
David and Dana Becker  
Donna Becker  
Gerald and Becker  
Irv and Muriel Becker  
Margery H. Becker  
Neil and Amy Becker  
Stephen and Barbara Becker  
Ed and Barbara Beckert  
Albert and Ruth Beder  
Shirley Behr  
Dorothy Bein-Arenzon  
Marvin Bell Memorial Fund  
Chuck Benedon  
Jerry and Cindy Benjamin  
Richard and Anita Bensman  
Tania Beraun  
Ed and Judy Bercovici  
Bill and Debbie Berg  
Donna Berg  
Robert Berg  
Sharon Berger  
Rizal Iskandarsjach and Risa Berg-Iskandarsjach  
Aaron and Aviva Bergstrom  
Gerald and Sydell Bergstrom  
Elaine Berke  
Ken and Elaine Berke  
Jonathan and Elissa Berkoff  
Marshall Berkoff  
Nathan and Pearl Berkowitz  
Memorial Endowment  
Rabbi Marc and Deborah Carter Berkson  
Abraham H. Berkovits  
Memorial Endowment  
Elliot and Karen Berman  
Gene Berman  
Jay and Michele Berman  
Jeff Berman  
Mark Mendelsohn and Audrie Berman  
Tom and Mindy Berman  
Alan Bern  
Barbara Bern  
Scott Bern  
Avi and Andrea Bernstein  
Belle Bernstein  
Joe and Audrey Bernstein  
Kathie Bernstein  
Meta Bernstein  
Nathan and Shannon Bernstein  
Drs. Paul and Susan Bernstein  
Kelly Biedinger  
Warren Bie  
Vadim and Fania Bilenkis  
Gerry Biller  
Joel Biller  
Marlene Orenstein-Bilsky  
and Bert Bilsky  
Earl and Betty Bilsky  
Bedane Bines  
Jeffrey and Laurie Biskowitz  
Jay and Ellen Blankenship  
Mort Blatt  
Dave and Marsha Blau  
Eric and Judy Bloch  
Jerry and Brynn Bloch  
Peter and Marianne Bloch  
Robert and Roberta Bloch  
Geoff Bloom  
Daniel Bloomgarden  
Stan and Judy Bluestone  
Edward Blumberg  
Sherry Blumberg  
Barb Blumenfield, Ph.D.  
Ed and Amy Blumenthal  
Lauren Blumenthal  
Warren and Wendy Blumenthal  
Liz Blustein  
Mark Blustein  
Harry and Maris Bock  
Harriet Bockenbaum  
Bill and Barbara Bodner  
Chuck Bomzer  
Lynne Bomzer  
Ed and Carol Bookstaff  
Arthur Beck and Laurie Bookstein  
Elie Zarem and Rachel Borkin

*Of blessed memory
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Anne Borkowf
Adele Borouchoff
Alan and Robi Borsuk
Rabbi and Mrs. Aryeh Borsuk
Jeff Stern and Terri Boxer
Gail Boym
Gerrie Boym
Todd and Laurie Brachman
Max Branovan Charitable Trust
Herbert Bratt
Larry Miller and Ellen Bravo
Betsy Brenner
Mark Brick
Mark and Cheryl Brickman
Rabbi Jay Brickman
Marian Brill
Steven Brill
Glenna and Brad Brin
Jim and Jean Bromley
Levi and Fraidy Brook
Alan and Phyllis Brostoff
Bob and Bonnie Bruch
David and Sandy Brusin
Barry and Felice Bruskin
Martin and Ruth Bryskier
Bucks Foundation
Barbara Budish
Dave Sherman and Gina Buono
Leslie and Ryan Burden
Candace Burrows
George and Ida Bursak Memorial Fund
Paul and Sharon Burstein
Tom Bush
Glenn and Deb Bushee
Adam and Katrina Butlein
Debby Bylan
Sara Cagen
Dennis Cahn
Marc and Cherie Caine
Todd and Margie Canham
Richard and Sharon Canter
Bobbi and Jim Caraway
Allan Carneol
Sue Carneol
Deb Carneol Fendrich
Roslynn Carroll
Lewis Chamoy
Patricia Chamoy
Lauren and Margaret Charous
Jack Chernin
Jane Chernof
Steve Chernof
Jeremy Cherny
Lauren Berger and Rabbi Noah Cherktoff
Fred and Jane Chester
Ralph and Debbie Chicorel
Noah Christensen
Betty Christowski
Joseph and Marian Chudnow Memorial Endowment
John Yopps and Melissa Chudnow
Bob and Nan Ciralsky
Lloyd DeWitt and Jacqueline Clinton
Allegra, David and Diane Cocos and Family

Adrian and Carla Cohen
Al and Florence Cohen
Arthur Cohen/Flora Cohen Revocable Trust
Bernie and Robin Cohen
Steve Meyerson and Bonnie Cohen
Esther Cohen
Haim Cohen
Linda Cohen
Mona Cohen
Norm and Barb Cohen
Robert and Sarah Cohen
Charles Green and Sheri Cohen
Steven Cohen
Doug Allie and Sally Cohen-Allie
B.J. and Ellyse Cohn
David Cohn
Fred and Robin Cohn
Irving Cohn
Lucile and Norman Cohn Memorial Fund
Sheldon and Joy Cohn
Trish Cohn
Stephen Colburn and Marlee Sabo Colburn
Liddie Collins
Bev Colton
Rabbi Baruch and Ronit Comrov
Sharon Cook
Ryan and Julie Cooley
Audee and Sam Cooper Foundation
Cindy Cooper

Andy Komisar and Shannon Corallo
David Coran
Judy Coran
Teri Coren
Dr. Jerome and Rachel Cornfield
Bob and Penny Corris
Dale Rottman and Colleen Crane

Adrian and Carla Cohen
Al and Florence Cohen
Arthur Cohen/Flora Cohen Revocable Trust
Bernie and Robin Cohen
Steve Meyerson and Bonnie Cohen
Esther Cohen
Haim Cohen
Linda Cohen
Mona Cohen
Norm and Barb Cohen
Robert and Sarah Cohen
Charles Green and Sheri Cohen
Steven Cohen
Doug Allie and Sally Cohen-Allie
B.J. and Ellyse Cohn
David Cohn
Fred and Robin Cohn
Irving Cohn
Lucile and Norman Cohn Memorial Fund
Sheldon and Joy Cohn
Trish Cohn
Stephen Colburn and Marlee Sabo Colburn
Liddie Collins
Bev Colton
Rabbi Baruch and Ronit Comrov
Sharon Cook
Ryan and Julie Cooley
Audee and Sam Cooper Foundation
Cindy Cooper

Alan R. Crawford Memorial Donor Advised Fund
Hara Levy and Carl Crawford
Eric and Elsie Crawford
Betty Croen
Fred and Amy Croen
Eugene Crossot
Clarice Turer CT Charitable Fund
Glenn and Susan Cummins
Herb and Dorothy Cummins
Barry Cymerman
Wayne Dalin
Becky Dallet
Brad Dallet
B.J. and Ellyse Cohn
David Cohn
Fred and Robin Cohn
Irving Cohn
Lucile and Norman Cohn Memorial Fund
Sheldon and Joy Cohn
Trish Cohn
Stephen Colburn and Marlee Sabo Colburn
Liddie Collins
Bev Colton
Rabbi Baruch and Ronit Comrov
Sharon Cook
Ryan and Julie Cooley
Audee and Sam Cooper Foundation
Cindy Cooper

Max and Anneliese Dickman
Sam and Peggy Dickman
Linda Dingman
Bobbi Dinkin
Arlene Dombeck
Ari and Angela Domnitz
Noah and Becca Domnitz
Ric Domnitz
Harriet Dorf
Jerry Dorf
Phyllis Dorf
Julie and Douglas
Nancy Dowling
Aaron Katz and Jan Druetzler-Katz
Merle Dubin
Molly Dubin
Larry Dubin MD and Rhonda Dubin
Madeline Dubman
RoseMarie Dubman
Dmitry Vlasoff and Inna Dulkin
Marshall and Yvonne Dunkelman
Rory and Lisa Dunn
Michael and Stephanie Dykeman
Connie Eastman
Joel and Chana Eckhardt
Fred and Ellen Eckman
Richard and Nina Edelman
Marv and Judy Edelstein
Susan Edelstein
Audrienne Eder
Laura Eder
Louise Eder Lion of Judah Endowment
Susan Effron
Hy Eglash
Norb and Judy Eglash
Rod and Helen Eglash
Sheila Eglash
Steve Eigen
Eve Eiseman
Larry Eiseman
Marc and Robyn Eiseman
David and Marcia Eisenbach
Russ and Merzy Eisenberg
Janet Eisendrath
Neal and Mary Eisendrath
Reuben and Naomi Eisenstein
Gene Eisman
Chad and Rachel Eisenberger
Jennie Elias
William and Karen Elliott
Dean and Wendy Ellis
Joe and Michele Ellner
Rabbi Yaakov Elman
Asher Elovic
Abby Endean
Leonard Engelhardt

Sue Strait, Idy Goodman and Eileen Graves
Yitzchak and Rochel Fox
Susan Forray
Benjamin Christansen and Forman
Boaz Avitall and Rachel Rick and Neena Florsheim
Andrea Florsheim
Ali Florsheim
Chris Flint
Fishman
Dmitriy Rusovskiy and Yuliya
Joel and Sylvia Fishman
Harry and Florence Fishman
Naomi Fisher
Adam Finkel
Phyllis Fink
David and Catherine Fantle
Ruth Farber
Brad and Sharon Feddery
Sanford and Roberta Feddery
Barb Federlin
Bev Feiges
Sandra Feiler
Ben and Ella Feinberg
Brad Backer and Dena Feingold
Don FeinSilver
Estelle Felber
Howard and Beth Felix
Otto and Agnes Feller
Noah and Jean Fenceroy
Avi Fenster
Stanley Ferstadt
William Rhead and Pamela Finberg
Jacob and Etta Fine Memorial Fund
Marilyn Fine
Paula Fine
Robert and Dr. Stuart Fine
Ted and Janet Fine
Barry and Marilyn Finegold
Bill and Marti Finkel
Jordan Finkel
Phyllis Fink
Adam Finkel
Naomi Fisher
Harry and Florence Fishman
Joel and Sylvia Fishman
Dmitriy Rusovskiy and Yuliya Fishman
Mathew and Miriam Fleming
Chris Flint
Ali Florsheim
Andrea Florsheim
Rick and Neena Florsheim
Boaz Avitall and Rachel Forman
William and Diane Forman
Benjamin Christiansen and Susan Forray
Yitzchak and Rochel Fox
Chris Francis
Jay and Sarah Frank
Jeff Frank
Kristy Frank
Linda Frank
Dan Frankel
Natalie Frankel
Stephen and Mary Frankel
Howard Frankenthal
Fran Franklin
Mark Freedman
Sue Freeman
Yuiri and Inna Frenkel
Larry and Gloria Frenschl
Anna Fridman
Vladimir Fridman
Gerald and Sherry Friebert
Susan Friebert
John and Bunny Fried
Dr. Sidney and Barbara Friedman
Jerry and JoAnne Friedman
Judith Friedman
Ken and Barbara Friedman
Kipp and Anne Friedman
Michael Friedman and Joan Becker Friedman
Clemmie Fromer
James Fromstein
Ruth Fromstein
Ms. Pamela Frydman
Irving Gaines
Ophir Ben-Yitschak and Yael Gal
Harold Galitzer
Gabrielle and Ganz
Judy and Mark Garber
Paula Garber
Andrew Mishlove and Kai Gardner-Mishlove
Evy Garfinkel
Hilda Geller
Zolya and Ludmila Geller
Jane Gellman
Rosalie Schlitz Gellman
Gendelman Family
Danni Gendelman
Jeff and Ginny Gendelman
Bob and Jill Gershan
Cal and Rivka Gershowitz
Jane K. Gertler
Robert and Marta Gigl
Christine Gilbert
Gene Gilbert
Inez Gilbert
Michael and Jennifer Gilbert
Herb Giller
Barbara Gilmore
Ian and Norma Gilson
Franklyn and Anne Gimbel
Josh and Julia Gimbel
Sara Gimbel
Jeffrey and Terri Gingold
Sam Gingold
Lawrence Stewart and Amy Ginsberg
Bruce Glaser
Peggi Glaser
David and Nancy Glassner
Gerald and Cissy Glazer
Mark and Barbara Glazer
Sam GleisChman
Celia Glikman
Eugene Gloysman
Larry Glusman
Alexander and Yanina Goberman
Leonid Goberman
Daniel and Caren Goldberg
Dick and Lois Goldberg
Isadore Goldberg
Jeffrey M. Goldberg
Donald Schoenfeld and Pnina Goldfarb
Lee Goldin
Barry and Penny Goldman
Shirley Goldman
Mark and Fran Goldner
Bob Goldstein
Carol Goldstein
Darren and Amy Goldstein
Elayne Goldstein
Leonard and Diana Goldstein
Mark and Stephanie Goldstein
Paul and Marilyn Goldstein
Sharon Goldstein
Stephen and Ellen Goldstein
Deborah and Jim Gollin
Howard and Jill Gollup
Larry and Geli Golopol
Robert and Tracy Golub
Bret Goodman
Dr. Burton E. Goodman
Idy Goodman
Jonathan and Judith Goodman
Kelly and Sheila Goodman
Larry and Hannah Goodman
Aaron and Karen Goodstein
Bob and Harriet Gordon
Max Gordon
Michael Gordon
Jeff and Lisa Gorelick
Seema Goresn
Jim Winston and Julie Goresn-Winston
Mickey Pollack and Patti Gorsky
Michael and Gillian Gosman
Jason and Karen Gottlieb
Irving and Reesa Gottschalk
Bob and Chris Gould
Elaine Grabowski
David Riemer and Ellen Graan
Barbara Grande
Don Grande
Marshall Gratz
Rene Gratz
Laura and Menachem Grupe
Eileen and Glenn Graves
Betsy Green
Michael Green
Marty and Bev Greenberg
Mary Greenebaum
Steven Grindel
Michael and Sharon Grinker
Judy Grodsky
Morton Grodsky
Sid and Josette Grossberg
Debbie Grossman
Jerri and Myrna Grossman
Marisa Grossman
Terry and Dena Grossman
Tim Grossman
Nella Groysman
Beverly Gruber
Jaclyn Gruber
Jon and Joyce Gudeman
Becca Guralnick
Michael Guralnick
Gary Guten
Judy Guten
Paul and Jessica Guten
Sharon Guten
David and Libby Gutterman
Boni Haber
Bob and Mimi Habush
Richard Hack
Dennis and Rachel Hafemann
James and Shelly Hagen
David and Liz Haltman
Jackie Hammes
David and Adriane Hansher
David Feiss and Patricia Hanz
Donna Harris
Yisroel and Harris
Doris Harrison
Michael and Shelly Hart
Bruce Harvey
Shay Pilnik and Orlee Hauser
Jack and Judy Hearst
Josh Druck and Jaime Hearst-Druck
Harry Hecht Memorial Endowment
Marcia Hecker
Dan Heffez
Dana Heffez
Scott and Tamar Heifetz
Barbara Heilbronner
Bill Heilbronner
John Heilbronner
Kathy Heilbronner
Paulette Heller
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Ken Berke and David Cohn

Bob and Karen Hellman
Judith Hellman
Talia Hellman
Robert and Ellen Henak
Rabbi Jacob Herber
Jordan and Kimmy Herbert
Todd and Judy Herbert
Mark and Sara Hermanoff
Linda Hersh
Sid and Suzanne Herszenzon
Tom Herz and Bertie Levkowitz-Herz
Herb and Ruth Hiller
Jim Hiller
Lisa Hiller
Barbara Himes
Adrienne Hirsch
Aurora Hirschman
Annette Hirsh
David and Deborah Hoffman
Doris Jean Hoffman
Gail Hoffman
Hugh and Robin Hoffman
Nathaniel Hoffman
Sara Hoffman
Caroline Hogan
Linda Holifield
Alan and Jodi Holman
Andrew and Paula Holman
Dolores Holman
Todd Hirschtritt and Noa Holoshitz
Florence Holzman
Bob and Susie Honigberg
Jodie Honigman
Joel and Bunny Honigman
Michael and Penny Hool
Neil Hootkin
Corinne Horn
Bob and Sheri Hornik
Al and Shirley Horowitz
Neil Horowitz
Shale and Kristin Horowitz
Fred and Ann Horwitz
Miriam Horwitz
Dr. Lawrence A. Howards
Kenton and Janet Hovenstine
Milton and Sarah Hwang
Daniel and Hyman
Bill Tyroler and Barbara Ingram
Dick Irwin
Robin and Dina Irwin
Phillip Israel
Rozi Alya Itskovich
Brad Brunsow and Ann Jacobs
Ben Jacobs
Helen Jacobs
Jeanne Jacobs
Robert Jacobs
Robert and Dee Jacobs
Ron Jacobs
Jerry and Alice Jacobson
Marc and Lori Jacobson
Paul and Elnor Jacobson
Warren and Linda Jacobson
Kurt and Kari Janavit
Harry Jankowitz Endowment Fund
Shlomo and Ahuva Jaracig
Cheri Jeffery
Robyn Jensen
Jon and Louise Jesse
Craig and Irina Johnson
Mel Johnson
Jeffrey Jones
Leon and Bonnie Joseph
Paul and Judith Joseph
Robert and Kami Joseph
Martin Josephson
David and Jessica Jubelirer
Hal and Jean Kacanek
Marlene Kagen
Barbara Kahn
Blanche Kahn
Elana Kahn
Julie Kahn
Minnie Kahn
Beverly Kaiman
David and Judy Kaiser
Judy Kaiser
Ida Kaleko
Wesley and Jessica Kalmar
Doug and Diane Kane
Elsie Kanin
Harry Kanin
Jason and Ruth Kantrowitz
Daniel Kaplan
Grace Kaplan
Jonah Kaplan
Jody Kaplan
Ken and Julie Kapp
Ilya Karagodin and Michelle Karagodin
Aaron and Elana Karan
Tatyana Karmalyuk
Joe and Debbie Kasle
Michelle and Kass
Gary and Alene Kastel
Aaron and Meghan Katch
Barbara Katz
Hildegard Katz Memorial Fund
Jean Katz
Jeff and Karen Katz
Larry and Lisa Katz
Bill Kravit and Mari Katz
Moshe and Debra Katz
Phillip and Lizzie Katz
Rusty Katz
Susan Katz
Mike Katzoff and Cindy Schultz Katzoff
Josh and Sarah Kirchner
Isla and Katzovitz
Bernie and Sylvia Kaufman
Gary and Reenie Kavalar
David and Joan Kazan
Gene and Sheryl Kelber
Nick and Tami Kent
David Keren
Daniel Kersns
Henry "Pat" and Joan Kersns
Joan Kersns
Fannie and William Kesselman Memorial Endowment Fund
Judith Ketten
Michael Ketten
Jack and Audrey Keyes
Moisey Lerner and Raisa Khaytina
Martin and Elizabeth Kielmanowicz
Alan and Betsy Kimmel
Nancy Kittleson
Nate Kittleson
Russell and Jean Kittleson
Don Na Klein
Joan and Robert Klein
Dr. Morris Klein
Randy and Anne Klein
Donna Kleiner
Harvey and Judy Kleiner
Jeff and Vanessa Kleiner
Leo Kleiner
Bonnie Klein-Tasman
Sharon Kliegman
Stephanie Klurfeld
Debra Koenig
Steven Koenig
Michael and Bonnie Kofsky
Herb Kohl Charities
Edith Kohlenberg
Gary and Mary Kohlenberg
Mark and Sue Kohlenberg
Ron and Pamela Kohlenberg
Michael Kolanski
Scott and Jennifer Kolsky
Cy and LaVerne Koltin
Bill and Becky Komisar
Brad and Sarah Komisar
Claire Komisar
Gail Komisar
Jeffrey and Barbara Komisar
Martin Komisar
Eric and Kathy Konik
Renice Konik
Richard and Andrea Konz
Shirley Kopel
Ali Kopyt
Allen Koren
Betty Koren
Michael and Tova Koren
Seymour Koren
Ianne Koritzinsky
Bruce Semon and Lori Kornblum
Polina Korotkaya
Joel Kosberg
Inessa Kosovskaya
Rabbi Dovid Kossowsky
Arkadiy Kotlov
Joseph and Alla Kotlyarsky
Maia Kotylevskaia
Jeff Irwin and Marilyn Kraar
Nate and Elly Kraines
David and Sari Kramer
Gloria Krasno
Sue Krasno
Tina Krasno
Charlie Truitt and Megan Kraus
John and Susan Krauss
Steve and Anne Kravit
Sarah Kretchmar
Pam Kriiger
Bernard Kristal
Judy Kristal
Gerardo and Bonnie Krisztal
Barbara Kuhn
Becky Kunkler
Arlene Kurzer
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Dima Kushnaryov
Beth Kushner
Allen Kwass
Daniel Sapiro and Suzanne LaFleur
Agie Laev
Justin Lakritz
Marsha Lambert
Ernest and Helaine Lane Memorial Endowment
Ivan and Amy Lang
Jeff and Patti Langer
Fred Schaumburg and Lynne Langlois
Larry LaPidus
Brian Black and Valerie Lapins
Linda Lappin
Mike and Tracy Lappin
Muriel G. Lappin
Gene and Marcia Laskey
Laskin Family Foundation
Art and Nancy Laskin
Joshua Laterman
Audrey Laufman
John Illian and Jean Lauterbach
Larry and Esther Lauwasser
Marv and Marlene Lauwasser
Allen and Ellen Lavine
Tracy Lazarus
Kippy Leabman
Mitchell Lechter and Clara Tarica-Lechter
Dan and Angela Lee
Arlene Lee
Felissa Lee
Joel Lee
Mordecai Lee
Bob and Felice Leib
Manny Leno
Melech and Judith Lensky
Phyllis Lensky
Barbara Lepp
Goldie Lerer
Sharon Lerman
Charles and Judith Lerner
Monroe and Karin Lerner
Linda Leshin
Mark Lesko and Janet Geller-Lesko
Lorin Stein and Janice Letven
Michael Levey
David and Judy Levin
Jason A. Levin
Judith Levin
Lloyd Levin
Michael and Barbara Levin
Sheri Levin
Burt Levine
Frieda Levine
Joan C. Levine
Kevin Mackey and Susan LeVine
Leah Levine
Leonard LeVine Memorial Endowment
Lois LeVine
Marc and Marta Levine
Michael and Jaime Levine
Rabbi Nachman Levine
Thomas St. John and Micaela Levine
Helga LeVings
Levy Foundation Ltd.
Doug and Patti Levy
Jerry and Ellin Levy
Judy Levy
Mark and Cindy Levy
Peter Lee and Karen Levy
Shirley Levy
Rita Lewenauer
Leonard and Carol Lewensohn
Lyne Lewin
Ruben and Silvia Lewin
Steve and Tricia Lewinsky
Igor and Rita Leykin
Tobey Libber and Cheryl Stein Libber
Joshua and Lindy Liberan
Brian and Betty Lichtenstein
Leo Lichter Memorial Fund
Betty Lieberman
Joan Lieberman
Etheh Lieberthal
Tom Lindow
Scott and Susan Linton
Aaron and Alyson Lippman
Maureen Lipton
Gabriel Litman
Mark and Arlene Litow
Bruce and Marsha Loeb
Howard and Marlene Loeb
Karen Loeb
Jakob and Tamar Loewenberg
Jody Kaufman Loewenstein
Paul Loewenstein, M.D.
Rick London
Roberta London
Shelley London
Gordon and Chia Lookatch
Ted and Julie Lookatch
Barbara Lorman
Sam and Irina Loshak
Marty and Beverly Love
David and Pip Lowe
Lubar Family: Sheldon and Marianne Lubar, David and Madeleine Lubar, Oyvind Solvang and Susan Lubar Solvang, Joan Lubar and John Crouch, and Kris Lubar MacDonald
Alfred Lubar
Sara Lubar
Chuck Lubner
Donna Lubner
Sari Lubner
John Lubotsky
Dr. Allan and Shari Luck
Maureen Luddy
Beth Lueck
James and Paula Lukas
Mark and Toby Lukoff
Alan and Deborah Lurie
Marc and Debbie Lurie
Scott and Jodi Lurie
Berel and Barb Lushtyk
Bill and Sally Lyne
Sharon Madnek
Mark and Staci Maiman
Michael S. Maistelman
Lois Malawsky
Leo Huck and Marina Maller
Sandy and Katharine Mallin
Ilsa Neurath Malkin Memorial Fund
Norm and Sherry Malmon
Andre Mandache
Mariana Mandache
Barry and Eileen Mandel
Bob and Andrea Mandel
Joan Mandel
Mark and Judy Mandel
Shmuel and Chana Mandelbaum
Benjamin and Ellen Mandelman
Katie Mangan
Audrey Mann
Chip and Kate Mann
Ouri and Elissa Marciano
Eugene and Terry Marcus
Harriet Marcus
Joan Marcus Lion of Judah Endowment
Rick and Jane Marcus
Stephen and Janice Marcus Family: Greg and Linda Marcus, David and Melina Marcus
Susan Marcus
Al Marcuvitz
Rita Marcuvitz
Adam and Dana Margolis
Ann Margolis
Bud Margolis
David and Jody Margolis
Judy Margolis
Bob Markey
River Kaster and Barbara Markoff
Albert Marks
David and Rachael Marks
Rabbi Rachel Marks
Leatrice Marshak
Lewis Marshak
Lennie Marx
Alan and Judy Matsoff
Helen Mautner
Tuck and Leigh Maxon
Fred and Renee Mayer
Debbie Mazius
Michael Mazius
Katherine McCombe
Steven Mandelman and Harriet McKinney
Peter and Barbara Meiller
Daniel and Beth Meister
David and Barbara Meister
Janet Meister
Bob Meldman
Yehuda Yannay and Marie Mellott
Jerry Melnick
Beverly Menikov
Howard and Evelyn Melton
Alan Mendeloff
Sunny Mendeloff
Bailee Mendelson
Robert and Barrie Merar
Randy and Linda Merkel
Howard and Shari Messerman
Ann Meyer
Rick Meyer
Al Meyers
Dorothy Meyers
Gloria Meyers
Jack and Barbara Meyers
Claire Shmitt Michelstetter
Yevgeny and Oleg Milenky
Adrienne Miller
Bob Miller
Brian and Stephanie Miller
Donna Miller
James and Felicia Miller
Janet Miller
Jay and Bobby Miller
Nancy Miller
Ray and Marsha Miller
Ron Miller and Susan Angel Miller
Mike and Janet Minkin
Marshall Mirviss
Mark and Karen Mittenthal
Lynda Mitz
MJJ/Annual Campaign Endowment
Steve and Rusty Moffic
Art and Deanna Moglowsky
Marcy Moll
Mark and Jequita Molot
Ed and Lina Morgulis
Joan Morris
Ehud Moscovitz
Eric Kaplan and Barbara Moser
Mitch and Cheryl Moser
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David and Sally Moskol
Yuriy and Lyudmila Moznaim
Ann Muchin
Carl Mueller
Dana Mueller
Howard and Elaine Myers
Morton and Anita Nagurka
Mort and Micki Naiman
Burton and Judy Naimon
Joan Nalencz
Armin and Hollie Nankin
David and Abigail Nash
Elaine Nelles
Ellie Gettlinger and Mitchell Nelles
Randy and Judy Nelson
Thomas Nelson
Yefim and Tatyana Nemirovsky
Richard and Bonnie Nestor
Jim and Elizabeth Neubauer
Rosie Neufeld
Steve and Kathy Neufeld
Barbara Neville
Barbara Newman
Larry Newman
Allan and Margie Nieder
Scott and Lauralyn Noll
Klara Novak
Jeff and Annette Nye
Alan O’Connor
Ryan and Lauren O’Desky
Hans Ohren
Jose Torres and Miriam Oliensis-Torres
Red Orenstein
Ruth Orenstein Lion of Judah
David and Deborah Orman
Nancy Ostermann
Rudolph Ostach Memorial Fund
Michele Oxman
Larry and Ronna Pachefsky
Dr. Kevin and Sarah Packman
Nick and Janet Padway
Vicky Padway
David and Mindy Palay
Gilbert Palay
J. Dorothy Palay
Bruce and Sandra Paler
Debbie Paler
Rick and Leslie Paler
Mimi Paley
Phil and Dorene Paley
Robert and Sharyl Paley
Leonard and Gloria Parker
Carol Parkes
Judith Parola
Brian and Judy Parrish
Sanford and Rhoda Parsons
Jack Parzen
Mark and Laurie Pass
Mark and Sally Pass
Steve and Laurie Pass
Randall and Felice Pasternak
Carla Pearson
Larry and Karen Pearson
Adam and Laura Peck
Jeff and Michaela Peck
Bruce and Jeanette Peckerman
Stuart Peckerman
Claudio and Sheryl Pelc
Barbara Peltin
Sherwin and Julie Peltin
Arnie and Cathy Peltz
Joe and Miriam Peltz
Sally R. Peltz
Harry Pelz
Marilyn Pelz
Barbara Perchonok
Fred Perchonok
Arnold Pereira
John and Susan Pereles
Marshall Perlman
Barbara Perlson
Boyd Perlson
Michael and Susan Persten
Beth Perelman
Steve and Laurie Pevnick
James Phillips
Ken and Julie Phillips
Mort Phillips
Nancy Phillips
Lea Picciolo
Yvonne Pick
Bruce and Candy Pindyck
Gail Pittelman
Joel and Susan Pittelman
Maryl Pittelman
Jill Plavnick
Louis and Claire Plotkin
Neal and Nancy Plotkin
Jim Plous
Harvey and Diana Pogoriler
Derek Goodman and Rebekah Pogwizd
Alan Pohl
Carol Pohl
Jerry and Jill Polachek
Skip and Ildiko Poliner
Larry and Constance Poll
Marvin and Gail Poll
Mark and Barbara Pollock
Adrienne Pollack-Sender
Michael and Karen Polsky
Lou Koplin and Eva Ponce
Bob Poplar
Avner and Rena Porat
Goldie Powizer Memorial Fund
Jordon Primakow
Michael and Sheryl Primakow
Harry and Edith Pump
Tom and Andi Rabenn
Larry and Lori Rabin
Charles Markman and Janet Rader
Renee Radoff
Byrd and Irving Raffe
Shirley Raffe
Gary and Susan Raines
Rick and Gayle Rakita
Beth and Jeff Rapaport
Jeff and Beth Rapaport
Harry Rapkin
Menachem and Hudi Rapoport
Bonnie Rapaport
Max and Cindy Rasansky
Ann Raskin
Margot L. Raz
Roger Carp and Debbie Recht
Jackie Redlich
Philip Redlich
David and Kris Reicher
Rosalie Rellin
Jan Resnick
Pamela Resnick Ross
Shel and Ruth Resnick
Mort Reuben
Rosalyn Reuben
Ron and Marsha Revenson
Timothy and Syma Richer
Adrian Richfield
Todd and Susan Richheimer
Fain Richman
Josh Richman
Steve Richman
Arthur and Lynda Rickun
Allen Riesebach
Pat Riesebach
George and Edith Riesz
Esther Leah Ritz Memorial Fund
Yerachmiel and Leah Robbins
Gary Lippow and Lindsay Rocamora
Mike and Janice Rochwerger
Steve Rogers
Isaac and Mehri Roikni
Anne Rosen
Gerald Rosen
Harold and Evelyn Rosen
Jeffrey and Linda Rosen
Ruth Rosen
Sheldon and Laila Rosen
Anne Rosenberg
Jan Rosenberg
Lucy Rosenberg
Mike Rosenberg
Richard Buchbinder and Betsy Rosenblum
David and Julie Rosene
Dan Rosenfeld
Julie Rosenfeld
Norm Rosenfeld
Larry and Susan Rosengarten
Gary Rosenthal
Hannah Rosenthal
Michal Rosenthal
James and Carol Ross
Lauri Roth
Rob Roth
Harriet Rothman
Vivian Rothschild
Dottie Rotter
Samuel and Anne Rottman
Charitable Trust
Frank Rubinsohn
Joyce Rubinsohn
Rubenstein Special Tzedakah Endowment
Andrew Rubin
Bev Rubinstein
Dena Rubnitz
Neil Rubnitz
Steven and Stephanie Rubnitz
Bob and Julie Rubovits
Marvin and Harriet Rudack
Bob and Rachel Rudman
Jesley and Sonya Ruff
Steve and Myra Russek
Lainey Rutberg
Eric and Jennifer Saber
Barbara Sable
Michael and Julie Sadoff
Ronald and Wendy Sager
Robert P. Saiichek, M.D.
Jerry and Judy Salinsky
Allen and Mildred Salomon
Howard and Debbie Saltzman
Joel and Gilah Saltzman
Lori Salburger
Allan Salzstein
Robert and Esther Sametz
Shelly M. Sampson
Linda Gale Sampson
Scott and Peggy Sampson
Allen Samson and Vicki Boxer
Samson
Rabbi Joseph Samuels
Bob and Sharon Sanderson
Bernard and Marie Sandler
Steven Sandler
Jay and Bridget Sandlow
David and Joyce Sandock
Marc and Joan Saperstein
Gary and Barbara Sapiro
Mike and Lisa Sattell
Dr. Marvin and Joyce Sattler
Larry and Una Sattler
Nathaniel Sattler
Kenneth and Janet Sax
Eric and Randi Schachter
Millie Schaprio
Zvi Frazer and Karen Schapiro

*Of blessed memory
Dick Selby
Dennis and Mary Anne Selby
Max Seigle
Iuzzini-Seigel
Matt Seigel and Jenya
Marsha Sehler
Cathy Segall
Dean and Laurie Segal
Adam and Gretchen Segal
Richard and Michele Seesel
Seder Family Foundation
Joan Schwartz
Gerry Schwartz
David and Terry Schwartz
Carol Schwartz
Shari Schwade
Jessie Schwade
Mark Schuster
Floyd and Kathie Schwade
Jessie Schwade
Shari Schwade
Carol Schwartz
David and Terry Schwartz
Gerry Schwartz
Joan Schwartz
Seder Family Foundation
Richard and Michele Seesel
Adam and Gretchen Segal
Dean and Laurie Segal
Cathy Segall
Marsha Sehler
Matt Seigel and Jenya
Iuzzini-Seigel
Max Seigle
Dennis and Mary Anne Selby
Dick Selby

Gary and Sharon Simon
Marilyn Simons
Phil Simrod
Helen Sinagub
Leslie and Marcia Singer
Dan Sinykin
Jodi Habush-Sinykin
Stephen and Trudy Sirks
Paul Sklar and Cheryl
Olson-Sklar
Charlotte Slater
Deb Slater
Marty Slater
Ruth and Zachary Slomovitz
Memorial Fund
Diane Slomowitz
Jon Slomowitz
Shirley Slomowitz
Hyman and Lillian Smith
Memorial Fund
Dr. Mark and Nancy Smuckler
Thelma Solod
Naomi Soldon
Al and Joyce Socolchek
Binette Solomon
Daniel M. Soref Charitable
Trust
Helen and Bernard Soref
Memorial Endowment Fund
Nita Soref
Norman and Natalie Soref
Memorial Fund
Sandra Soref
Annalee Sosman
Howard and Jacque Sosoff
Beverly Spector
Dianne Spector
Phyllis Spector
Leo Rogatnik and Faina Spektor
Gregory Spektor
Mike Sperling and Peggy
Kirkeeng Sperling
Susan and James Spinello
Alex Gopan and Tatyana
Spiridonova
Herzl Spiro and Barbara
Kohl-Spiro
Bernice Spivek
Peter and Jodi Sprinkmann
Larry and Rachel Sprung
Bruce and Sandra Stark
Jason and Dori Steigman
Barbara Stein
Bud Stein
Dan and Linda Stein
Harold B. Stein
Jeremy and Amanda Stein
Kenny and Dee Stein
Louise Stein
Margie Stein
Mark and Patti Stein
Robert and Karen Stein

*Of blessed memory
THANK YOU!

Nici Teweles
Clifford Tisser
Nate Tiziani
Bill Toburen
Howard and Judy Tolkan
Tuvia and Karen Torem
Walter and Joan Trattner
Curt and Tammy Trau
Maggi Treager
Jonathon and Ruth Treisman
Bill and Sharon Trost
Dusiya Tsesarskaya
David Cohen and Julie Turetsky
Amy Turim
Jack Turner
Benzion and Chanie Twerski
Michel and Feige Twerski
Boris and Luda Tynkov
Beverly Ugent
Justin Ugent
Rodney and Dee Dee Ugent
Andrew Ewert and Lupe Ugent-Ewert
Barry and Leslie Usow
Herb and Sylvia Usow
John and Fredlyn Viel
Sandra Villa
John and Lisa Vondra
Lena Vusiker
Kurt and Denise Wadzinski
Howard and Diane Wagan
Alan and Stephanie Wagner
Ben and Rachel Wagner
Dennis and Janice Waismann
Rose Waldman
Robert and Helene Walsterstein
Michelle Wales
Scott Wales
Joseph Wall
June Wallace
Neil Wallace
Chuck and Betty Wallens
Rabbi Hannah Winlick
Beatrice Warren
Jeff and Jodi Warren
Alisa and David Wasserman
Dan and Judith Wasserman
Jeff and Ilene Wasserman
Russell and Melanie Wasserman
Sheldon Wasserman
Bob Watchmaker
Greg and Wendy Watchmaker
Andrea Waxman
Mike Waxman
Adrienne Weber
Ani Weber
Dan and Shelley Weber
David and Sally Weber
Michael and Lois Weber
Phoebe Wechsler
Mike Weidenbaum
Patti Weigler
Rick Weil
Fred Wein
Linda Wein
David and Sherry Weinberg
Jean Weinberg
Marian Weinberg
Nelson and Linda Weine
Janet and Walter Wellenstein Endowment
Leo and Renee Weinsheil
Michael and Jill Weinsheil
Sandy Weinstine
Harry F. Weisberg Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment Fund
Louis Weisberg
Sabina Weisbrot
Steven and Kristen Weisman
Al and Carol Weiss
Arnold and Harriet Weiss
Monte and Weiss
Sheila Weiss
Leonard and Susan Weistrop
Helene Weisz
Betty Weitzman
Steve and Judy Werlin
Barry Werner
David and Cindy Werner
Steve and Tina Werner
Steve and Lori Wertheimer
Phil and Arlene Wesson
Keith Lindenbaum and Kathy Wheatley
Paul Whiteman
Rochelle Whiteman
Harvey and Donna Wichman
Mark and Susan Wichman
Gloria Wiener
John Hirsh and Sue Wile
Daniel and Diana Wilets
Sara Wilkins
Daniel Wilkinson
Sonia Willenson
Sid and Holly Williamson
Adam Winkelman and Dana Rubin-Winkelman
Scott and Frida Winkler
Sondra Winnik
Bruce and Susan Winter
Bunny Winter
Michael and Sylvia Winter
Muriel and Jack Winter Family Fund
Adam and Laura Witkow
Fred and Esther Wiviott
Michael Wiviott
Gary and Rona Wolfe
Marvin Wolfman
David and Diane Wolfson
Judy Wolkenstein
Karen Wood
Bob and Sandy Woycke
Mary Wurzburg
Mary Lou Young
Stephen Young
Laurence and Kerri Yudkovic
James Melman and Irina Yundov
Rick and Kay Yuspeh
Aleksandr Zakaryants
Yelena Zakaryants
Dave and Judith Zaks
Eric and Diane Zall
Eva Zaret
Neal and Susan Zechman
Howard and Jane Zeft
Joan Zeiger
Michael Zeiger
Steven and Laurie Zeitlin
Donald and Daisy Zell
Susan Zellin
Alan and Beverly Zembrosky
Jeffrey and Kathrynn Zembrosky
Dean and Debbie Zemel
Nancy Zetley
Soli Zetley
Jeff Zigun
Suzanne Zigun
Joseph and Vera Zilber Family Foundation
Jon and Jill Zimmerman
Mike and Andi Zimmerman
Steve and Sarah Zimmerman
William and Mari Zimmermann
Mari Zimmermann
Simmy and Benita Ziv-el
David and Carol Zolot
Donald and Janet Zoltan
Clarice Zucker
Eve Joan Zucker
Barry Zuckerman
Nadine Zuckerman
Julie Zvi
Yoni Zvi
Anonymous - 148

*Of blessed memory

Lindy Liberman and Lauri Roth
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**GIVING SOCIETIES  2017 MEMBERSHIP**

**KING DAVID SOCIETY**
The Annual Campaign of the Milwaukee Jewish Federation is proud to honor the members of the King David Society who made an individual or family gift of $25,000 or more to the 2017 Annual Campaign.

- Brian Stark and Deb Altshul-Stark
- ANON Charitable Trust
- Alfred and Isabel Bader
- Daniel and Linda Bader Foundation
- Bader Philanthropies, Inc.
- Mark and Cheryl Brickman
- Fred and Amy Croen
- CT Charitable Fund
- Rosalie Schlitz Gellman
- Gendelman Family
- Idy Goodman
- Betsy and Michael Green
- Robert and Mimi Habush
- Kurt and Kari Janavitz
- Moshe and Debra Katz
- Herbert H. Kohl Charities, Inc.
- Joel and Arlene Lee
- Levy Foundation Ltd.
- Lubar Family: Sheldon and Marianne Lubar, David and Madeleine Lubar, Oyvind and Susan Lubar Solvang, Joan Lubar and John Crouch, and Kris Lubar MacDonald
- Barry and Eileen Mandel
- Stephen and Janice Marcus Family: Greg and Linda Marcus, David and Melina Marcus
- Alan and Rita Marcuvitz
- David and Abbie Nash
- Gil and J. Dorothy Palay
- Harry and Marilyn Pelz
- Robert and Lauri Roth
- Samuel and Anne Rottman Charitable Trust
- Fred Schaumberg and Lynne Langlois
- Rodd and Andrea Schneider
- Suzanne and Allan "Bud" Selig
- Daniel M. Soref Charitable Trust
- Nita Soref
- Louise Stein
- Greater Milwaukee Foundation - Ivan P. Steingart Fund
- Richard and Susan Strait
- Eve Joan Zucker

---

We offer our deepest gratitude to the generous donors who have supported Jewish Milwaukee through gifts to the 2017 Annual Campaign.

**JOSHUA SOCIETY**
The Annual Campaign of the Milwaukee Jewish Federation gratefully recognizes the members of the Joshua Society who made an individual or family gift of $10,000-$24,999 to the 2017 Annual Campaign.

- Bruce and Tanya Arbit
- Mark and Debbie Attanasio
- Bert and Marlene Bilsky
- Max Branovan Charitable Trust
- Bucks Foundation
- Allan and Sue Carneol
- Dr. Lewis and Patricia Chamoy
- Steve and Jane Chernof
- David and Judy Coran
- Jim and Penny Deshur
- Richard and Nina Edelman
- Laura and Daniel Eder
- David and Laura Epstein
- Suzy Ettinger
- Howard Frankenthal
- James and Ruth Fromstein
- Jane Gellman
- Bruce and Peggy Glaser
- Lee Goldin
- Donald and Barbara Grande
- Leon and Bonnie Joseph
- Stephanie Klurfeld
- Steve and Anne Kravit
- Mike and Tracy Lappin
- Art and Nancy Laskin
- Marvin and Marlene Lauwasser
- Doug and Patti Levy
- Jerry and Ellin Levy
- Joan Lieberman
- Karen Loeb
- Jody Kaufman Loewenstein and Paul Loewenstein
- Janet J. Meister
- Robert and Nancy Miller
- Susan Angel Miller and Ron Miller
- Mitch and Cheryl Moser
- Bruce and Jeanette Peckerman
- Lucy Rosenberg
- Dottie Rotter
- Robert Saichek Foundation
- Scott and Peggy Sampson
- Seder Family
- Dan and Jodi Sinykin
- Michael and Carol Tarnoff
- Royal and Myra Taxman
- Anonymous - 2

---

**ANNUAL CAMPAIGN GIVING: $1 MILLION+**
The Milwaukee Jewish Federation is proud to recognize the following donors whose lifetime giving to the Annual Campaign is more than one million dollars. Our heartfelt thanks and appreciation to them for their service to our community and extraordinary generosity. May they go from strength to strength.

- Bader Philanthropies, Inc.
- Audrey & Joseph Bernstein
- Cheryl & Mark Brickman
- Dr. Lewis & Patricia Chamoy
- Chudnow Family
- CT Charitable Fund
- Ettinger Family Foundation
- Betsy & Michael Green
- Robert & Mimi Habush
- Herb Kohl Charities
- Sidney & Dorothy Kohl
- Lubar Family Foundation, Inc.: Sheldon & Marianne Lubar, David & Madeleine Lubar, Joan Lubar & Dr. John Crouch, Susan Lubar Solvang & Oyvind Solvang and Kristine Lubar MacDonald
- Marcus Family: Stephen & Janice Marcus, Joan Marcus*, Greg & Linda Marcus, David & Melina Marcus and Andrew & Jill Marcus
- Gilbert & J. Dorothy Palay
- Harry & Marilyn Pelz
- Allan "Bud" & Suzanne Selig
- Nita Soref
- Louise Stein
- Barbara Stein
- Nathaniel Zelazo
- Anonymous - 2

*Of blessed memory*
LION OF JUDAH ENDOWMENT
The Lion of Judah Endowment (LOJE) is the Women’s Philanthropy component of the Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment (PACE) program. A LOJE gift guarantees that a donor’s annual Lion of Judah contribution to the Milwaukee Jewish Federation will continue every year in perpetuity. It is not a substitute for an annual gift; rather it continues annual giving in the donor’s name beyond her lifetime.

GIVING SOCIETIES 2017 MEMBERSHIP

Our heartfelt thanks and appreciation to you for your service to our community and extraordinary generosity. May you go from strength to strength.

LION OF JUDAH SOCIETY
The Lion of Judah is a national symbol of women’s philanthropy, recognizing a woman’s independent gift of $5,000 or more or a family gift of $10,000 or more.

Audrey Bernstein
Ida Bursak*
Flora Cohen*
Rose Derzon*
Ann Deshur*
Penny Deshur
Louise Eder*
Elaine B. Friedman
Ruth Fromstein
Rosalie Schlitz Gellman
Idy Goodman
Betsy Green
Janet Greenebaum*
Judy Gutten
Fannie Kesselman*
Helaine Lane*
Marlene Lauwasser
Karen Loeb
Jody Kaufman Loewenstein
Joan Lubar
Joan Marcus*
Janet and Dr. Morris* Meister
Ilisa Neurath-Malkin*
Ruth Orenstein*
Goldie Powiazer*
Esther Leah Ritz*
Lauri Roth
Andrea Schneider
Sue Selig
Ruth* and Zachary* Slomovitz Memorial
Nita Soref
Susan and Richard Strait
Lee Temkin

*Of blessed memory
POMEGRANATE SOCIETY

The Midrash tells us that the pomegranate has 613 seeds, corresponding with the number of mitzvot found in the Torah. The Pomegranate is the symbol for a woman’s independent gift of $1,800 to $4,999 or a family gift of $3,600-$9,999.

Kari Adix
Sandra Albert
Esther Ancel
Joyce Appel
Naomi Arbit
Jane Avner
Marilee Bass
Cynthia Benjamin
Donna Berg
Karen Berman
Mindy Berman
Geraldine Biller
Roberta Bloch
Lynne Bomzer
Elizabeth Brenner
Phyllis Brostoff
Melissa Chudnow
Beverly Colton
Cynthia Cooper
Rachel Cornfield
Rebecca Dallet
Louise Eder
Robyn Eisenman
Naomi Eisenstein
Beverly Erlien
Nancy Ettenheim
Roberta Fedderly
Roberta Fine
Ali Florsheim
Andrea Florsheim
Neena Florsheim
Roberta Forman*
Linda Frank
Frances Franklin
Evelyn Garfinkel
Lori Gendelman
Jane Gertler
Paula Goldman
Linda Gores-Levey
Julie Goren-Winston
Beverly Greenberg
Sharon Grinker
Beaverly Gruber
Rebecca Guralnick
Libby Guterman
Dana Heffez
Jody Herbert
Sara Hermannoff
Miriam Horwitz
Kami Joseph
Jessica Juberlizer
Elana Karon
Deborah Kasle
Mari Katz
Debra Koenig
Barbara Kohl-Sprio
Pam Kriger
Suzanne LaFleur
Valerie Lapins
Dierdre Laterman
Camilla Levin
Sheri Levin
Betty Lieberman
Roberta London
Deborah Lurie
Jodi Lurie
Ruth Madnek*
Donnally Maiman
Lois Malawsky
Katharine Mallin
Audrey Mann
Susan Marcus
Mindy Marcus-Graskamp
Renee Mayer
Felicia Miller
Ann Muchin
Hollie Nankin
Elizabeth Neubauer
Margery Nieder
Sally Peltz
Carol Pohl
Jill Polacheck
Sheryl Primakow
Cindy Rasansky
Susan Richheimer
Frances Richman
Anne Rosenberg
Betsy Rosenberg
Micky Sadow
Judith Salinsky
Vicki Boxer Samson
Joan Saperstein
Karen Schapiro
Marylyn Scheuer
Iris Schlesinger
Jill Schlesinger
Ellen Schlossmann
Barbara Schnoll
Lynne Schuster
Marcia Schuster
Marsha Sehler
Barbara Shafton
Shari Shamah
Sandi Siegel
Francie Silverman
Joyce Socolzek
Jodi Sprinkmann
Dori Steigman
Diana Stein
Joan Stone
Audrey Strnad
Joan Sumkin
Marlyn Teper
Janice Waisman
Hannah Wallick
Debra Watton
Jodi Weber
Judith Werlin
Lorie Wertherman
Irina Yundov
Deborah Zemel
Lisa Zetley

*Of blessed memory

BENJAMIN CARDOZO SOCIETY

The purpose of the Benjamin Cardozo Society is to celebrate the legal profession’s commitment to the principles of the Milwaukee Jewish Federation and its Annual Campaign. Members of the Benjamin Cardozo Society made an individual or family gift of at least $1,800 to the 2017 Annual Campaign.

Lynn Adelman
Bradden Backer
Michael Bamberger
Elliott Berman
Joseph Bernstein
Joel Biller
Bert Bilsky
Gerald Bloch
Vicki Boxer Samson
Alan Brostoff
Richard Canter
Stephen Chernof
Daniel Chudnow
Adrian Cohen
Frederick Croen
Brad Dalitet
Rebecca Dallet
Merrick Dominitz
Carl Dubin
Nancy Ettenheim
Ali Florsheim
Eli Frank
Rosalie Schiltz
Gellman
Lori Gendelman
Franklyn Gimbel
Bruce Glaser
Caren Goldberg
Daniel Goldberg
Mark Goldstein
Jonathan Goodman
Julie Gores-Winston
Robert Habush
Bruce Harvey
Thomas Herz
Miriam Horwitz
Ronald Jacobs
Deborah Kasle
Debra Koenig
Stephen Kravit
Michael Lappin
Joshua Laterman
Joel Lee
Michael Levey
James Levin
Michael Levine
Robert Levine
Donald Levy
Lowell Levy
Patti Levy
Keith Lindenbaum
David Lowe
Madeleine Lubar
Michael Maistelman
Robert Mandel
Greg Marcus
Alan Marcuvitz
Felicia Miller
Arthur Moglowsky
Mitchell Moser
Ann Muchin
Howard Myers
Bruce Peckerman
Mark Pollack
Michael Pollack
Michael Polsky
Allen Rielbach
Bruce Rosen
Karen Schapiro
Andrea Schneider
Rodd Schneider
Steven Schnoll
Jeffrey Schuster
Jodi Sinykin
Albert Socoloch
Michael Sperling
Thomas St. John
Brian Stark
Harold Stein
Benjamin Stern
Michael Tarnoff
Robert Teper
Alan Wagner
David Weber
Scott Winkler
Adam Witkov
Fred Wiviot
Craig Zetlet
Anonymous - 1

MAIMONIDES SOCIETY

The Maimonides Society is an honorary society for Jewish members of the Healing Arts professions, whose purpose is to celebrate their commitment to MJF’s principles and its Annual Campaign. Members made an individual or family gift to the 2017 Annual Campaign of at least $1,800.

Dr. Ellis Avner
Dr. James Barnett
Dr. Irving Becker
Dr. Paul Bernstein
Dr. Harvey Bock
Dr. Charles Bomzer
Dr. Lewis Chamoy
Dr. Melissa Chudnow
Dr. Ryan Cooley
Dr. David Coran
Dr. Judith Coran
Dr. Jerome Cornfield
Dr. John D. Crouch
Dr. Alan Daniel
Dr. Bill Deshur
Dr. Lawrence Dubin
Dr. Marc Eiseman
Dr. Reuben Eisenstein
Dr. Kenneth Fabric
Dr. Stuart Fine
Dr. Mark B. Freedman
Dr. Herbert Giller
Dr. Ian Gilson
Dr. Mark Glazer
Mrs. Barbara Grande
Dr. Peter Graskamp
Dr. Glenn Graves
Dr. Josette Grossberg
Dr. Sidney Grossberg
Dr. Jon E. Gudeman
Dr. Michael Guralnick
Dr. Gary Guten
Dr. David Gutterman
Dr. Dan Heffez
Dr. Sidney Herszenson
Dr. Todd Hirschtritt
Dr. Lawrence A. Howards
Mrs. Helen Jacobs
Dr. Paul Jacobs
Dr. Marc Jacobson
Dr. Harry J. Kanin
Dr. Michael Ketten
Dr. Morris Klein
Dr. Steven Koenig
Dr. Lynne Langlois
Dr. Marvin Lauwasser
Dr. Joshua Liberman
Dr. Paul Loewenstein
Dr. Richard London
Dr. Allan Luck
Dr. Sanford Mallin
Dr. Mindy Marcus-Graskamp
Dr. Alfred Meyers
Dr. David Moss
Dr. David Nash
Dr. Herbert Oxman
Dr. Sharyl Paley
Dr. Alan Pohl
Dr. Larry Polacheck
Dr. Marc Rasansky
Dr. Lucille Rosenberg
Dr. Robert Roth
Dr. Robert P. Saichek
Dr. Gerald Salinsky
Dr. Frederick Schaumberg
Dr. Neville Sender
Dr. Fred Shafir
Dr. Corey Shamah
Dr. Mark B. Smuckler
Dr. Herzel Sprio
Dr. Robert Stern
Dr. James W. Stone
Dr. Barry Usow
Dr. Sheldon A. Wasserman
Dr. Greg Watchmaker
Dr. Steven Werlin
Dr. Harvey Winchman
Dr. Mark Wachtman
Dr. James Winston
Dr. Lisa Zetley
Dr. Donald Zoltan
Anonymous - 1
The Jewish Community Foundation of the Milwaukee Jewish Federation publishes this listing of our more than 800 funds to honor our generous donors and to encourage members of our community to consider joining their ranks. On behalf of all those who benefit from the grants made by these funds, we offer our donors a heartfelt thank you.

**FUNDS OF THE JEWISH COMMUNITY FOUNDATION**

Edie Adelman Political Awareness Fund  
Jill & John Adler Donor Restricted Fund  
Agudas Achim Cemetery/Hochman Family Cemetery Fund  
Anshe Emeth Scholarship Endowment Fund  
Anshe Sfard Kehillat Torah Endowment Fund  
Jerome & Deborah Aronson Endowment Fund  
Ben & Grace Asman Memorial Fund  
Helen Bader Scholarship Endowment Fund  
Helen Bader Scholarship Grant Fund  
BBYO/Harriet D. Ancel Family Endowment Fund  
BBYO/Sara Lee Begun Endowment Fund  
BBYO/Brad & Kathy Bernstein Endowment Fund  
BBYO/Erv Chudnow Memorial Fund  
BBYO/Friends of Rosie Frydman Endowment Fund  
BBYO/Doug Goldman Memorial/Shromrei Endowment  
BBYO/Hirschberg Honigman Fund  
BBYO/Rose Kulakow “Angel” Fund  
BBYO/March of the Living Endowment  
BBYO/Theodore H. Pincus Endowment Fund  
BBYO/Harold & Ethel Primakow Scholarship Fund  
BBYO/Wisconsin Region BBYO Restricted Fund  
BBYO/Howard Schnoll Fund  
BBYO/Teplin-Ner Tamid Endowment  
BBYO/Max Weltman Gilead-Memorial Shofar Fund  
BBYO/Nita & Edward Zukrow Family Fund  
Marvin Bell Memorial Endowment Fund  
Abraham H. Berkovits Memorial Endowment  
Nathan & Pearl Berkowitz Memorial Endowment Fund  
Audrey Bernstein Lion of Judah  
Joseph & Audrey Bernstein Restricted Fund  
Beth Hamedrosh Hagodel Cemetery Endowment Fund  
Judy Bluestone Scholarship Fund  
B’nai B’rith Shorewood Lodge Endowment Fund  
Dr. Samuel & Sara Bornstein Restricted Fund  
Evelyn & Ben Breitman Education Endowment Fund  
Mark E. Brickman Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment Fund  
George & Ida Bursak Memorial Fund  
Ida Bursak Lion of Judah  
CBI/Balkansky Family Scholarship Fund  
CBI/Shirley Bass Floral Fund  
CBI/Sol & Esther Blankenstein Scholarship Fund  
CBI/Dr. Ervin & Susan Colton Fund  
CBI/Create a Jewish Legacy Endowment Fund  
CBI/Gemilut Chasidim  
CBI/Alan & Rita Marcuvitz Education Endowment Fund  
CBI/Rabbi Panitch Camp Ramah Scholarship Fund  
CBI/Rabbi Herbert & Evelyn Panitch Fund  
CBI/Passport to Israel Endowment Fund  
CBI/Senior Activities Fund  
CBI/William & June Sherkow Scholarship Fund  
CBI/Special Scholarship Fund  
CBI/Stein-Mendelson Scholarship Fund  
CBI/Youth & Education Fund  
CEEBJ/Samuel K. & Doris Hersh Chortek Endowment Fund  
CEEBJ/Lillian Friedman Archives Fund  
CEEBJ/Alvin Stein Special Youth Fund  
CEEBJ/Maurice Surlow Endowment Fund  
CEEBJ/Synagogue Endowment Fund  
CEEBJ/Torah Restoration Fund  
Chesed & Tzedakah Endowment  
Irving L. Chortek Charitable Fund in Memory of Robert & Jennie Chortek  
Samuel K. & Doris Hersh Chortek Endowment Fund  
Joseph & Marian Chudnow Family Memorial Endowment Fund  
CJL/High School in Israel Fund  
CJL/Holocaust Education Center Fund  
CJL/Holocaust Education Resource Center Fund  
CJL/William & Fannie Kesselman Fund  
CJL/Rabbi Lifschutz Family Mitzvah Award Fund  
CJL/Nathan & Esther Pelz Holocaust Education Fund  
CJL/Professional Enrichment Fund  
CJL/Dora & Shimon Russelk Holocaust Education Resource Center Endowment Fund  
CJL/Jerry Stein Education Fund  
CJL/Wisconsin Institute of Judaism Day of Discovery Endowment Fund  
COA/Youth and Family Centers/Albert & Ann Deshur Memorial Endowment Fund  
Flora Cohen Lion of Judah  
Flora and Arthur Cohen Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment Fund  
Neiland Cohen Charitable Gift Annuities  
Norman & Lucile Cohn Donor Restricted Fund  
Alice & Gerald Colburn Scholarship Fund  
Colton Donor Restricted Memorial Fund  
Colton Memorial J-Help Endowment Fund  
Community Grant & Loan Fund  
Congregation Shalom/Kennedy Barnett Lifelong Learning Fund  
Congregation Shalom/Kennedy Barnett Youth Education Scholarship Fund  
Congregation Shalom/Ethel & Norman Gill Chair of Jewish Education Fund  
Congregation Shalom Restricted Endowment Fund  
Congregation Shalom Rabbi Ronald M. Shapiro Endowment Fund  
Congregation Sinai Endowment Fund  
Sam & Aidee Cooper Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment Fund  
Maurice & Minnie Cornfield Scholarship Fund  
Paul Debler Memorial Fund  
Rose Derzon Lion of Judah  
Rose Derzon Memorial Fund  
Ann Deshur Lion of Judah
Penny Deshur Lion of Judah
Jerome Dorf Charitable Remainder Trust
Louise A. Eder Lion of Judah
Ely Epstein Memorial
Harry Epstein Memorial Fund
Dr. Jacob & Etta Fine Memorial
Elaine B. Friedman Lion of Judah
Harry & Belle Friedman/Louis D. Saichek Israel Endowment Fund
Ruth Fromstein Lion of Judah
Rosalie Ivy Gellman Charitable Remainder Trust
Max & Doris Gendelman Charitable Gift Annuities
Idy Goodman Lion of Judah
Betsy Green Lion of Judah
Betsy & Michael Green Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment Fund
Janet Greenebaum Lion of Judah
Judy Guten Lion of Judah
Harry Hecht Family Memorial College Scholarship
Hillel Academy/Ruth & Philip Siegel Fund
Hillel-Madison/Capital Campaign Fund
Isaac & Eva Hochman Family Foundation Endowment Fund
Harry E. Jankowitz Endowment Fund
JCC/Elaine & William Appel Camping Fund
JCC/Julius & Mildred Atkins JCC Endowment Fund
JCC/Edith & George Bach Fund
JCC/Judell W. Biller Fund
JCC/Brynn & Jerry Bloch Fund
JCC/Breslauer Family Flagpole Endowment Fund
JCC/George & Ida Bursak Library Fund
JCC/Camp Interlaken Legacy Circle Endowment Fund
JCC/Camp Interlaken Music Program Endowment Fund
JCC/Chaverim Fund
JCC/Irving L. Chortek Jewish Community Pantry Endowment Fund
JCC/Arthur & Rose Chrustowski Fund
JCC/Neiland & Amelia Vish Cohen Camping Fund
JCC/Ataret Cohn Interlaken Scholar in Residence Fund
JCC/Ataret Cohn Judaic Programming Fund
JCC/Dr. David Tolerance Education Fund
JCC/Raye & David Yom Hashoah Fund
JCC/Albert & Ann Deshur Rainbow Camp Fund
JCC/Harry Dizack Camp Interlaken Scholarship Fund
JCC/Interlaken Rainbow Camp Avodah Fund
JCC/Early Childhood Fund
JCC/Karen Edelstein Memorial Fund
JCC/Ken Eichenbaum Cultural Arts Endowment Fund
JCC/Eugene & Jean Eisman Scholarship Endowment Fund
JCC/Alan I. & Sanford J. Ettinger Camp Scholarship Fund
JCC/Executive Director Discretionary Endowment
JCC/Roberta Forman Family Rainbow Day Camp Scholarship Fund
JCC/Juliet Zednick Endowment Fund
JCC/Early Childhood Scholarship Endowment Fund
JCC/Faye Greenberg Sigman Family Camp Interlaken Scholarship Fund
JCC/Gary Katz Rainbow Day Camp Sports Complex Fund
JCC/Keep Smiling Rainbow Day Camp Staff Sustainability Fund
JCC/Eli & Helen Keller Jewish Camp Scholarship Fund
JCC/Kennedy-Barnett Camp Interlaken Endowment Fund
JCC/Ketten Miringoff Family Early Childhood Scholarship Fund
JCC/Kids 4 Kids @ Camp JCC Scholarship Endowment Fund
JCC/David Jonathon Kohl Camp Interlaken Scholarship Endowment Fund
JCC/Sam & Edith Kopef Family Yom HaShoah Endowment Fund
JCC/Larry Lederman Court & Racquet Fund
JCC/Steven Lefco Gan Ami Scholarship Endowment Fund
JCC/Eva & Leon Lepold Family Yom HaShoah Endowment Fund
JCC/Rebecca Liberman Fund
JCC/Life Membership Restricted Fund
JCC/Ruth & Hyman W. Madnek Aquatic Endowment Fund
JCC/Mantel Sisters’ Family Fund
JCC/Marty Marcus Visual Arts Fund
JCC/Alan & Rita Marcuvitz Family Camp Interlaken Endowment Fund
JCC/Shirley Meis Endowment Fund
JCC/Gilbert Meisel Fund
JCC/Dr. Ronald & Fran Meyers Family Camp Interlaken Facility Fund
JCC/Lorraine & Morry Mitz Family Camp Fund
JCC/Miller Brewing Co. Special Needs Fund
JCC/Harry A. Morton Family Fund
JCC/Harold & Terry Nash Parenting & Family Center Fund
JCC/William & Franka Neufeld Holocaust Education Memorial
JCC/North River Racquet Tennis Fund
JCC/Parenting Center Fund
JCC/Walter W. Peltz Memorial Fund
JCC/Alvin Pereles Fund
JCC/Phi Delta Epsilon - Camp Interlaken Fund
JCC/Donald A. Pollack Memorial Fund for Children with Special Needs
JCC/Hy Popuch Memorial Fund
JCC/Anne H. Primakow Memorial Fund
JCC/Prospect Avenue Restricted Fund
JCC/Maurice & Esther Leah Ritz Memorial Fund
JCC/Horace J. & Idabelle Rosen Children’s Camp Scholarship Fund
JCC/Joseph Rosenberg Memorial Endowment Fund
JCC/Mildred Roth Goldberg Camp Interlaken Endowment Fund
JCC/Harriet & Stuart Rothman Jewish Culture Endowment Fund
JCC/Louis Rotter Memorial Fund
JCC/Barbara Rotter Memorial Fund
JCC/Merton & Dorothy Rotter Jewish Identity/Israel Fund
THANK YOU!

JCC/Rubin Family Camp Interlaken Scholarship Endowment Fund
JCC/Steve & Shari Sadek Camp Interlaken Fund
JCC/Harry & Rose Samson Endowment Fund
JCC/Julie Miller Sanicola JCC Lifetime of Service Endowment Fund
JCC/Beverly & Norman Schuminsky Camp Interlaken Scholarship Fund
JCC/Sylvia & Robert Seinfeld Jewish Film Festival Endowment Fund
JCC/Shamah Family Jewish Programming Endowment Fund
JCC/Roman Shklyar Tennis Scholarship Endowment Fund
JCC/Shon Family Facilities Fund
JCC/Harry Siegel Memorial Fund
JCC/A. A. Silverman Endowment Fund
JCC/Harry Siegel Memorial Fund
JCC/Singles Jewish Link Fund
JCC/Hy & Richard Smith Memorial Fund
JCC/Joe Smith Memorial Fund
JCC/Lillian Smith Family Park Fund
JCC/Adam Sobel Camp Interlaken Scholarship Endowment Fund
JCC/Samuel M. Soref Endowment Fund
JCC/Special Needs Center for Inclusion Fund
JCC/Bette & Martin Stern Endowment Fund
JCC/Tracy Sweet Camp Interlaken Fund
JCC/Luba Szlosberg Memorial Fund
JCC/Tybie Taglin Cultural Arts Endowment Fund
JCC/Michael Tarnoff & Carol Salmers Endowment Fund
JCC/Robyn Temkin Family Theater Fund
JCC/Sherwood Tenkin Youth Sports Endowment Fund
JCC/Phil & Monya Tolkan Playground Fund
JCC/Tonkens Memorial Fund
JCC/Jerome & Lillian Ulan Early Childhood Fund
JCC/MacKenzie Wagan CIL Staff Scholarship Endowment Fund
JCC/Catherine & Nathan Wahlberg Family Nature Center Endowment Fund
JCC/Nathan Wahlberg Memorial Endowment Fund
JCC/Kelly Weil Children’s Education Fund
JCC/Linda & Fred Wein Family Center for Gan Ami Early Childhood
JCC/Jack & Shirley Weiner Endowment Fund
JCC/Howard Weinsel Cultural Arts Endowment Fund
JCC/Pincus & Bluma Weinstock Yom Hashoah Fund
JCC/Aaron & Gertrude Weiss Scholarship Fund
JCC/Yom Ha’atzmaut/Walk for Israel Fund
JCC/Youth Endowment Fund
JCC/Ed & Jeanne Zarne Children’s Library Fund
JCC/Selma & Hy Zeiger Family KOACH Fund
JCC/James & Sue Joan Zucker Camp Interlaken Program & Staff Development Endowment Fund
JCRC/Dr. Jacob & Etta Fine Isaiah Endowment Fund
JCRC/Robert Friedberg Social Justice Award Fund
JCRC/Restricted Fund
JCRC/Saul Sorrin Memorial Endowment Fund
Jewish Beginnings/Audrey K. Bernstein Endowment Fund
Jewish Chaplaincy
Jewish Education Scholarship
Jewish Experience Madison/Albert & Ann Deshur Endowment Fund
Jewish Women’s Endowment
Jewish Youth Foundation
JFS/Dr. Samuel & Sara Bornstein Alzheimer Disease Fund
JFS/Braverman Family Endowment Fund
JFS/Buchsbaum Family Clinical Services Endowment Fund
JFS/Phillip & Mildred Cohen Children’s Opportunity Endowment Fund
JFS/Louise & Ralph Eder Endowment Fund
JFS/Exceptional Needs Restricted Endowment Fund
JFS/Beatrice & M.P. Frank Developmentally Disabled Endowment Fund
JFS/David A. & Dorothy S. Frindell Memorial Endowment Fund for the Elderly
JFS/Mike & Sue Freeman Family Endowment
JFS/Elaine B. & Sidney J. Friedman Family Endowment Fund
JFS/General Restricted Endowment Fund
JFS/Robyn Glick Jensen & Alan P. Jensen Community Mental Health Education Endowment Fund in Memory of Carolyn Unger
JFS/Ronald C. Glick & Robyn Glick Jensen Exceptional Needs Fund
JFS/Ruth & Sam Gordon Linkages Endowment Fund
JFS/Kids in the Middle Myron & Ann Gottfried Endowment Fund
JFS/Dr. Rhoda F. & Edward M. Green Merit Scholarship Fund for JFS
JFS/Herb Gronik Endowment Fund
JFS/Erwin E. & Helen Z. Grossmann Linkages Endowment Fund
JFS/Robert Habush Employment Assistance Endowment Fund
JFS/Habush House Financial Resources Endowment Fund
JFS/Herbert Heilbroner Family Endowment Fund
JFS/Housing Inc./Bradley Crossing Endowment Fund
JFS/Housing Inc. Endowment Fund
JFS/Stella Joffe Memorial Endowment Fund
JFS/Kippy & Sylvan Leabman Family Fund
JFS/Harry & Phyllis Lensky Children’s Services Endowment Fund
JFS/Carol & Julian Lichtig Memorial Youth Development Endowment Fund
JFS/Betty & Sidney Lieberman Endowment Fund
JFS/Eve Lipchik Family Endowment Fund
JFS/London Family Endowment
JFS/Richard & Roberta London Family Endowment Fund
JFS/Elliot M. Lubar Staff Development Endowment Fund
JFS/Mahoney Family Endowment Fund
JFS/William S. Mautner Memorial Endowment Fund
JFS/Dr. Harold I. & Margaret Miller Endowment Fund
JFS/Ogens Abrahams Endowment Fund
JFS/Robert Samuel Rice Endowment Fund
JFS/Dr. Ray & Fritzi Rice Family Endowment Fund
JFS/Sandra & Emanuel Rotter Exceptional Needs Endowment Fund
JFS/Robert L. & Dolores Schlossmann Endowment Fund
JFS/Michael J. & Suzanne M. Shapiro Exceptional Needs Endowment Fund
JFS/Ralph Sherman Community Education Endowment Fund
JFS/Abe & Annalea Sosman Family Endowment Fund
JFS/Jenny Szwarcbir Endowment Fund
JFS/Eli Tash Memorial Endowment Fund
JFS/Mollie E. & Jerome J. Trosh ESL Endowment Fund
JFS/Harry & Jeanette Weinberg Endowment Fund
JHCC/Samuel & Sara Bornstein Alzheimer Education Endowment Fund
JHCC/Tonkens Memorial Endowment Fund
JMM/Barbara & Stephen Becker Curatorial Endowment Fund
JMM/Jacob Bernheim Memorial Endowment Fund
JMM/Eliot Bernstein Professional Education Fund
JMM/Kathleen E. Bernstein Executive Director’s Discretionary Fund
JMM/Beverly Greenberg Education Fund
JMM/Herbert L. Gronik Oral History Endowment Fund
JMM/Paul & Betty Jacobs Archives Program Fund
JMM/Paul & Betty Jacobs Archives Program Endowment Fund
JMM/Morton Komisar Refurnishing Fund
JMM/Marianne Lubar Archives Fund
JMM/Michael Reynard, M.D. Endowment Fund
JMM/Sally Waters Exhibit Endowment Fund
Alvin G. & Judith C. Kaplan Gift Annuity
Karl Campus Fund
Hildegard E. Katz Memorial Fund
Kesselman Senior Citizen
Fannie & William Kesselman Memorial
Kesselman Israel Program Scholarship
Ernest W. & Helaine S. Lane Memorial
Lappin Family Israel
Marlene Lauwasser Lion of Judah
Leonard LeVine Memorial Endowment Fund
Leo Lichter Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment Fund
Paul P. Lipton Memorial Fund
Karen Loeb Lion of Judah
Jody Kaufman Loewenstein Lion of Judah
Werner L. Loewenstein Memorial Endowment
Joan Lubar Lion of Judah
Lubavitch of Wisconsin General Endowment Fund
Lubavitch of Wisconsin/Hillel Academy Endowment Fund
Lubavitch/Helen & Bernard Soref Endowment Fund
Lubavitch of Wisconsin Special Endowment Fund
Robert L. & Arlene S. Mann "Chailine" Fund
Joan Marcus Lion of Judah
Jeri Marcuvitz St. Francis Children’s Center Teacher Development Endowment
Florence & Harold Mayer Scholarship
Dr. Morris & Janet Meister Lion of Judah Endowment
Mequon Jewish Preschool Endowment Fund
Milwaukee Jewish Community Chorale Endowment Fund
MJDS/Adina Altshull Israel Education Endowment Fund
MJDS/Bar Mitzvah Year Endowment Fund
MJDS/Ateret & Jacob Cohn Judaic Enrichment Endowment Fund
MJDS/Colton Charitable Foundation Endowment Fund
MJDS/Sol & Eva Dorf Education Endowment Fund
MJDS/Nina & Richard Edelman Endowment Fund
MJDS/8th Grade Israel Trip Endowment Fund
MJDS/Merzy Eisenberg Endowment Fund
MJDS/Ettenheim Art Education Endowment Fund
MJDS/Howard Frankenthal Family Endowment Fund
MJDS/Larry & Jane Gellman Endowment Fund
MJDS/Ludwig Endowment Fund
MJDS/Lillian Heffernan & Eileen Perlson Endowment Fund
MJDS/Joseph & Ruth Hirschberg Teacher Endowment Fund
MJDS/Isaac & Eva Hochman General Endowment Fund
MJDS/Leo "Sunshine" Hochman Endowment Fund
MJDS/Moshe Katz 2016 Thank You Fund
MJDS/Esther & Alvin Kernis Endowment Fund
MJDS/Michael Kovnar Memorial Endowment Fund
MJDS/Larry Lieberman Memorial Jewish Life & Learning Endowment Fund
MJDS/Reva Loeb Memorial Endowment Fund
MJDS/Marge Meyers Scholarship Endowment
MJDS/Dr. Nathan & Flora Sonin Educational Endowment Fund
MJDS/Stark Family Endowment Fund
MJDS/Armin K. Taus Scholarship Endowment Fund
MJDS/Maurice Wolkomir Endowment Fund
MJF/Annual Campaign Endowment Fund
MJF/Audrey & Joseph Bernstein Endowment Fund
MJF/Irving L. Chortek Charitable Fund In Memory of Robert & Jennie Chortek
MJF/Outstanding or Emerging Volunteer Missions & Conferences Fund
Ilsa Neurath-Malkin Memorial
Benjamin E. Nickoll Young Leadership
Ruth Orenstein Lion of Judah
Ruth & William Orenstein Scholarship
Rudolph Ostach Memorial
Sophie & Jeannette Peckarsky Memorial
Peltz Center for Jewish Life General Endowment Fund
Peltz Center/Mikvah Mei Menachem Education Endowment Fund
Goldie Powiazer Memorial
Ann Raskin Gift Annuity
Gerald J. Rice Charitable Remainder Trust
Esther Leah Ritz Memorial
John & Lucille Rosenberg Charitable Remainder Trust
Lauri Roth Lion of Judah
Merton & Dorothy Rotter Israel Endowment
Phillip Rubenstein Jewish Journalism
Phillip Rubenstein Special Tzedakah
Judith & Gerald Salinsky Gift Annuity
Louise DeCasseres Mayer Salinsky Memorial Fund
William & Charlotte Shiel Endowment Fund
Rosalie Schltiz Gellman Lion of Judah
Andrea Schneider Lion of Judah
Dr. Myron & Phyllis Schuster Family Memorial Endowment
THANK YOU!

Sue Selig Lion of Judah
Fannia & Bernard Shneidman Memorial Endowment Fund
Zachary & Ruth Slomovitz Memorial Fund
Charles & Harriet Smith Gift Annuity
Hyman & Lillian Smith Memorial Fund
Bernard & Helen Soref Passport to Israel Fund
Bernard & Helen F. Soref Scholarship Fund
Helen & Bernard Soref Memorial Endowment Fund
Nita Soref Charitable Remainder Trust
Nita Soref Lion of Judah
Norman & Natalie Soref Memorial Fund
Samuel Soref Scholarship Endowment Fund
Spring Hill/General Fund
Spring Hill/Mitzvah Fund
Dr. Sam & Badonna Stein Memorial Fund
Victor Stein Memorial Fund
Jennie/Eleanor Steinberg Scholarship Fund
Susan & Richard Strait Lion of Judah
Maurice S. Surlow Senior Residence Fund
TAM Endowment Fund

TAM Woman of Valor Endowment Fund
Leah Temkin Lion of Judah
Tikkun Olam-Shalom Baby Endowment Fund
Dr. Nathan Tolwinsky Memorial Fund
UWM-Hillel - Irving & Clarissa Lore Endowment Fund
Jerome H. Weil Memorial Fund
George Weinstein Memorial Donor Advised Fund
Harry F. Weisberg Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment Fund
Janet & Walter Wellenstein Fund
Lawrence Willenson & Mae Marks-Willenson Fund for Yiddish Learning
Muriel & Jack Winter Family Fund
Wisconsin Jewish Conference Fund
WITS/Restricted Fund

Maurice Wolkomir Trust
Women’s Welfare Board Endowment Fund
Melvin & Edith Yanow Endowment Fund
YES/Twerski Family Legacy Fund
Melvin S. Zaret Staff & Volunteer Development Fund

JEWISH COMMUNITY FOUNDATION SIGNERS OF THE BOOK OF LIFE

Individuals and families who establish endowments or create other after lifetime gifts are eligible to sign the Book of Life with a personal essay and a photo. We thank the following donors for sharing their personal histories and their hopes for the future.

Edie & Albert Adelman*
Elaine Appel
William Appel
Deborah & Jerome Aronson*
Nancy & Jim Barnett
Pearl & Nathan Berkowitz*
Kathie Bernstein
Mark E. Brickman
George Bursak*
Doris Hersh Chortek*
Anita & Avrum Chudnow*
Flora & Arthur Cohen*
Neiland Cohen
Lucile Cohn*
Alicia & Gerald Colburn*
Aidee & Sam Cooper*
Betty Croen
Albert Deshur*
Penny & Jim Deshur
Harriet & Jerome Dorf
Marianne & Ely Epstein*
Suzy Ettinger
Carol Kirsch Fishman
Elaine B. Friedman
Ruth Fromstein

Rosalie Schlitz Gellman
Danni & Shel* Gendelman
Doris & Max* Gendelman
Ruth* & Dr. Herbert Giller
Idy Goodman
Seema Goren
Betsy & Michael Green
Janet & Donald Greenebaum*
Herbert Leon Gronik*
Judy Segal & Dr. Gary Gutten
Mimi & Robert Habush
Richard C. Hack
Joseph Hirschberg
Lorraine Hoffmann*
Sandy Hoffman*
Betty* & Dr. Paul Jacobs
Robyn Glick Jensen & Alan P. Jensen
Bonnie Bockl & Leon Joseph
Judith & Alvin* Kaplan
Mort* & Claire Komisar
Judith & Bernard Kristal
Marlene Lauwasser
Marvin Lauwasser
Phyllis Lensky
Lloyd Levin
Betty & Sidney* Lieberman
Karen Loeb
Elliot Lubar
Lois Malawsky & Dr. Jay Larkey*
Rita & Alan Marcuvitz
Janet Meister
Barbara & Laurence Newman
Ruth & William Orenstein*
Arleen Peltz
Marilyn & Harry Pelz
Eileen Perlson*
Drs. Carol & Alan Pohl
Ann Raskin
Werner and Carol Dee Richheimer
Esther Leah Ritz*
Rozann Rockstein*
Lucille & Jack* Rosenberg
Dorothy & Merton* Rotter
Frederick J. Safer
Rena Safer
Judith & Gerald Salinsky
Carol & B.J. Sampson*

Harry Samson*
Sandra Schmidt
Beverly & Norman Schuminsky
Florence & Marshall Schwis*
Robert Seinfeld
Suzanne Selig
Rubin Sharpe*
Marie & Leonard* Siegel
Nita Soref
Esther & Jack Spектор*
Barbara Stein
Louise & Gerald* Stein
Susan Stein
Maurice Surlow*
Tracy Sweet*
Michael Tarnoff
Leah Temkin
Libby Temkin
Howard Wagan
Marian Weinberg
Mae Marks-Willenson & Lawrence Willenson*
Melvin S. Zaret*
Selma Zeiger*
Charlotte Zieve*

*Of blessed memory
DONOR ADVISED FUNDS

Donor advised funds enable donors to recommend grants based on their personal interests and charitable objectives. We thank the following fund holders for partnering with us and for their commitment to charitable giving.

Anonymous
Anonymous 36
Arbit Family Tzedakah
Nancy C. Arbit
Scott P. Arbit Family
Elaine Armour Family
Irvings & Lorraine Armour Memorial
Elaine & Mel Asztokzy Family
Michael & Tracy Asztokzy
Hereman Balaban
Michael & Rosalee Bamberger
Hyland J. Barnes Family
Margery H. & Irvin M. Becker
Cindy & Jerry Benjamin
Donna & Robert Berg
Adam & Rachel Bernstein
Audrey & Joseph Bernstein
Benjamin Isaac Bernstein
Emma Bernstein
Robert & Jill Bernstein
Sophie Bernstein
Joel & Geraldine Biller
Dr. Brian Black & Valerie Lapins
Bleustein Family
Judith & Stanton Bluestone
S. Morry & Charlotte Blumenfeld
Charles S. Blumenfeld
Blutstein Family
Bomzer Family
Ruth M. & William Braun
Constance Brickman
Mark & Cheryl Brickman
Robert & Marian Brill
Bradley Brin
Butlein Family
Sharon & Richard Canter
Susan & Allan Carneol
Lewis & Patricia Chamoy Family
Stephen & Jane Chernof
Betty Chrustowski
A.M. & Anita Chudnow Family
Daniel & Brigitte Chudnow
David Chudnow
Debra Chudnow
Donald Chudnow
C.J.L.
C.J.L. Nicolet Hebrew Program
Phillip & Mildred Cohen
Ronald & Miriam Cohen
Sheri Cohen & Charles Green
Timothy & Linsey Cohen
David & Evelyn Cohn
Congregation Beth Israel
Congregation Shalom
Cooley/Newman
Cindy Cooper
Jerome & Rachel Cornfield
Nita & Alan Corré Family
Alan Crawford Memorial
Carl Crawford & Hara Levy
Evan Michael Croen
Frederick & Amy Croen
Philip & Betty Croen
CT Charitable Fund
Raye & David David
Sarah and Nicholas Deitch
Albert & Ann Deshur
Brian P. Deshur
James E. & Penelope Deshur Family
Mark A. Deshur
Sandra B. Deshur
Harriet & Jerry Dorf
Dr. Sheldon & Phyllis Dorf Family
Suzanne & Stan Dorf
David Devorkin Family
Irene & Marvin Edelstein Family
Susan Effron
Barry N. Eigen
Jenny Ettenheim
Nancy Ettenheim
Tim Ettenheim
Suzy B. Ettinger
Robert & Sanford Feddley
Dr. Irma & Dr. Howard Fiedler
Dr. Jordan & Phyllis Fink
Ficus Charities
Richard Fisher Family
James & Ellen Flesch
Robert Forman
Jeffrey Frank Family
Sarah & Jay Frank
Douglas Frazer & Karen Schapiro
Mark & Linda Freedman
Ann & Burton Friedman
Joan & Michael Friedman
Sidney J. & Elaine B. Friedman Family
James & Ruth Fromstein
Edward & Rosalie Gellman Family
Jane Gellman
Larry & Kristen Gellman
Sam Gellman
Sarah Gellman
Sheldon Gendelman Family
Diane Marcus Gershowitz
Dr. Theodore H. & Joan Gertel
Dr. Coleman & Jane Gertler
Inez & Eugene Gilbert
Norman & Ethel Gill
Herbert & Ruth Giller
Bruce & Peggi Glaser
Mark & Barbara Glazer
Caren & Daniel Goldberg
Gloria F. & Jacob L. Golding
Mark & Frances Goldner
Diana & Leonard Goldstein Family
Dr. Paul & Marilyn Goldstein
Stephanie & Mark Goldstein
Bill & Idy Goodman Family
Dr. J. Jay & Terry Goodman Family
Judith Gordon
Barbara & Donald Grande
Eileen & Glenn Graves Family
Betsy & Michael Green
25th Anniversary
Paul & Roberta Grimstad
Leslie Grinker
Arthur Grossman Family
Debra Zien Grossman Family
Peter & Sondra Grossman
Gruber Family
Dr. Gary & Judy Guten Family
Sharon Guten Tzedakah
Jonas & Lutka Gutman
Mimi & Robert Habush
Richard C. Hack
Stanley Hack Family
Beatrice & David Harkavy
Rosalie & Raymond Harkavy
Dr. Barry & Judith Hellman
Herz Family
Doris J. Hoffinan
Harold B. & Alice Hoffman
Nathaniel & Sara Hoffman
Sandy Hoffman Jewish Culture Fund
Nathan & Dolores Holman
Phyllis Holzman, PhD, M.S.N., R.N. Memorial
Joel & Bunny Honigman
Miriam R. Horowitz
Nathan & Lillian Irwin
Robin & Dina Irwin
Dr. Paul A. & Elizabeth Jacobs
Alice & Jerome Jacobson
Jack and Bonnie Jacobson
Jani-King of Wisconsin
Jefferson
Jewish Museum Milwaukee
J-Help
Leon & Bonnie Joseph
Richard & Maureen Kahn
Judith & Alvin Kaplan
Aaron & Elana Karan
Joe & Debbie Kasle
Anita & Milton Katz
Cydny Katz
Moshe & Debra Katz Family
Phillip Katz
Cindy & Michael Katzoff Family
Kennedy Barnett Family
Henry & Joan Kerns
Ketten Miringoff Family
Audrey & Jack Keyes
Brian King & Sarah Schott
Joan & Robert Klein
Dr. Harvey & Judy Kleiner
Klitsner-Wolf-Shapiro
Gene & Stephanie Klurfeld
Gene & Stephanie Klurfeld Educational Fund
Barbara Kohl Trust
Sidney & Edith Kohlenberg
Komisar Brady & Co, LLP
William & Rebecca Komisar Family
Anne & Stephen Kravit
Pam Kriger
Bernard and Judy Kristal
Annette D. & Samuel H. Laikin
Marvin & Marlene Lauwasser
Manuel D. & Esther Leno
Barbara & Edward Levi
Sheri & Lloyd Levin Family
Jonathan and Nikki Levine
Micaela Levine & Tom St. John
Cindy & Mark Levy
Gerald J. & Ellin S. Levy
THANK YOU!

Carol & Leonard Lewensohn
Betty & Sidney Lieberman
Thomas & Kam Lindow
Karen E. & Leonard Loeb
Dr. Paul W. Loewenstein & Jody Kaufman Loewenstein
Richard & Roberta London Family
Julie & Tedd Lookatch
Pip & David Lowe
Marianne & Sheldon Lubar
Sari Lubner
Cheryl & John Lubotsky Family
Betty & Mort Luck Family
Scott & Jodi Lurie
Hyman W. & Ruth Madnek
Dennis & Donnaly Maiman
Heidi & Michael Maistelman Family
Lois Malawsky
Sanford & Judith Mallin
Sherry & Norm Malmon
Audrey A. Mann
Andrew & Jill Marcus
Ben & Ceil Marcus Family
David & Melina Marcus
Greg & Linda Marcus
Steve & Janice Marcus
Steve & Joan Marcus
Alan Marcuvitz
David & Jody Margolis
Marvin A. & Ann L. Margolis Family
Jules & Deborah Marks Family
Janet & Morris M. Meister
Richard H. Meyer & Gail J. Hoffman
Dr. Ronald & Fran Meyers
Felicia and James Miller
Laura Miller Memorial
Sanford and Lynda Mitz
MJF/One Happy Camper
Milton & Joan Morris
Donna & Hans Moser
Nancy & Richard Mueller
Armin Nankin Family
Abigail & David Nash
Newman/Feen Family
Margery Nieder
Orenstein Bilsky Family
Ronna & Larry Pachefsky
Sarah and Kevin Packman
Nick & Janet Padway
Gilbert Palay Family
Dorene and Phil Paley
Miriam & Harold W. Paley
PAR
Kenneth M. Parelkin
Annette Pearl Family
Jeanette & Bruce Peckerman
Peretz & Luba Pelman
Frema Taxey & Harry Pittelman
Joel & Susan Pittelman Family
Shirley & Meryl Pittelman
Jill and Jay Plavnick
Dr. Alan & Dr. Carol Pohl
Dr. Larry & Roberta Polacheck
Donald & Adrienne Pollack Family
Willard E. Pollak
Alyson Sara Prater
Charles Pruitt & Barbara Candy Family
R & D
Rabin Family
Irving & Byrda Raffe
Andrew E. Randall
Max J. Rasansky Family
Jack Recht Family
Richman Family
Jay & Babette Robitshek Family
John & Karen Rosenberg
Lucy & Jack Rosenberg
Milton & Miriam Rosenberg
Miriam Wiener Rosenberg Memorial
Hannah Rosenthal
Dr. Robert & Lauren Roth
Dorothy & Merton Rotter
Steve & Myra Russek
Dr. Morris & Barbara Sable
Steve & Shari Sadek Family
Rena and Fredrick Safer
Saffro and Levy Family
Ronald & Wendy Sager
Dina Beth Salle Memorial
Shelly M. Sampon
Barry & Ellie Samson
Joel & Jessica Samson
Joshua Samson
Vicki & Allen Samson
Samter Family
Mildred Schapiro
Schaumberg/Langlois Family
Schechter Family
Eliot & Marylyn Scheuer
Schmidman Family
Andrea & Rodd Schneider
Howard & Barbara Schnoll
Bess & Milton Schwartz
Marsha Ruth Sehler
Bud & Sue Selig
Bonnie & Dr. Fred Shafrin
Dr. Corey & Rabbi Shari Shamah
James & Elka Shapiro Family
Doris & Daniel Shneidman Family
Beverly & Richard Shon Family
Leonard & Marie Siegel
Louis S. & Esther Siegel
Sinykin Family
Dan Sinykin & Jody Habush
Sinykin
Stephen and Trudy Sirks Family
SJS
Charlotte & Martin Slater
Nita Soref
Dr. Abe & Annalee Sosman
Esther & Jack Spector
Mitchell M. Spector
Michael Sperling & Peggy Kirkeeng
Barbara A. Stein
Diana & Kenneth Stein
Gerald & Louise Stein Family
Susie Gigi Stein and Children
Jeffrey M. & Jody E. Steren
Burton & Audrey Strnad
Sharon Styler
Sudie
TM Maaser
Fred Tabak
Royal & Myra Taxman
Kim Temkin-Taylor & Richard Taylor
Blair H. & Leah D. Temkin Family
Sherwood & Libby Temkin
Dr. Ervin & Rita Teplin
L. William & Nicole Teweles
Tirdof
Dr. Barry & Leslie Usow
Stephanie & Alan Wagner
Beth Ann & Anthony Waite Family
Melanie & Russell Wasserman
Weber Family
Richard Frank Weil
Marian Weinberg
Sherry & David Weinberg
George Weinstein Memorial
Jerrald & Judy Weinstein
Lenore & Stanley Weinstein
Aaron & Gertrude Weiss
Herbert & Sheila Weiss
Joyce & Robert M. Weiss/
Elaine C. Weiss
Joyce & Robert M. Weiss/
Nancy Weiss-McQuide
David Weissman & Miriam Schechter
Walter & Janet Wellenstein Family
Wheatley/Lindenbaum Family
Billie Cohen Wilson
Women's Division Ann Agulnick Award
Eric & Diane Zall
Eva & Melvin S. Zaret
Joseph & Vera Zilber Family
Arielle Zions
Deborah & Marc Zions
Jacob Zions
Sabra Zions
Eugene & Ruthe Zubatsky
Burton & Charlotte Zucker
James & Eve Joan Zucker
CREATE A JEWISH Legacy

The following donors have participated in Create a Jewish Legacy, a program that encourages individuals and families to create legacy gifts that will provide permanent support to the organizations they care about. All of us, regardless of age, wealth or affiliation, have the ability to help sustain a vibrant Jewish community now and into the future.

Joyce and Al Altman
Jennifer and Ofir Amram
Terry S. and David L. Amrani
Esther and Fredric Ancel
Elaine and William Appel
Joy and Steve Appel
Sheila and Larry Appel
Merry and Dr. Jordan Atinsky
Linda and Daniel Bader
Rachael and Martin Bait
Carol and John Bannen
Debra Gorra Barash and Cantor David Barash
Carrie Barbakoff
Hyland I. Barnes Memorial
Nancy and Jim Barrett
Judy and Steven Baruch
Caren and Donald Bass
Marilene and Eugene Bass
Ilana and Rabbi Yossi Bassman
Rachel Baum and Orrick Nahmacher
Rhoda Baumgarten
Dr. Laurel and Dr. Brian Bear
Margery H. Becker
Stephen J. Becker
Gregory S. Dorf
Anneliese and Max Dickman
Melanie and Joe Devorkin
Marlene and Jerrold Deutsch
Penny and James Deshur
Ann and Albert Deshur Memorial
Penny and James Deshur
Marlene and Jerrold Deutsch
Melanie and Joe Devorkin
Anneliese and Max Dickman
Gregory S. Dorf
Harriet and Jerry Dorf
Phyllis and Sheldon* Dorf
Jan Drutzler-Katz
Molly Dubin
Cynthia and Larry Eckert
Kenneth Eichenbaum*
Robyn and Marc Eiseman
Ruth Eisen*
Shana Elias
Leah and Rabbi Levi Emmer
Suzy Ettinger
Neil Farber
Melissa and Larry Feldmesser
Deborah Carneol Fenricht
Marilyn M. Fine
Carol K. Fishman
Florence and Harry Fishman
Judy Fiegel
Miriam Fleming
Neena and Rick Florshime
Karen and Martin Forman
Robert Forman*
Sophia and Robert Fox
Linda and Eli Frank
Sarah and Javy Frank
Linda and Mark Freedman
Susan Freeman
Yale and Nancy Freiman
Susan and Robert* Friebert
Joan Becker Friedman and Michael Friedman
Marla and Steven Frydman
Yael and Crawford Gaines
Amy and Jonathan Gelfman
Danni Gendelman
Jeff Gendelman
Adam Gerol
Maggie and Alexander Gertel
Ellie Gettiner and Mitch Nelles
Terri and Jeffrey Gingold
Peggi and Bruce Glaser
David Glenn
Caren and Daniel Goldberg
Frances and Mark Goldner
Jill and Mark Goldstein
Stephanie and Mark Goldstein
Tracy and Rob Golub
Idy and Bill* Goodman
Julie Gordon and Robert Rubovits
Lois and Norman Gordon
Karen and Jason Gottlieb
Barbara and Donald Grande
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*Of blessed memory
When the Yom Kippur war broke out in 1973, Jane and I were solicited for a gift of $300 to the Milwaukee Jewish Federation. We made that gift, which seemed like a fortune at the time. I knew there had to be a more efficient way of aggregating and dispersing funds for a crisis or for any other charitable need. I learned from my mentor, Joe Bernstein, that we have one – the Federation’s Jewish Community Foundation.

Jane and I later established a Donor Advised Fund at the Foundation. We recently made a legacy gift that will benefit the Foundation after we’re no longer here. This year I completed my term as Chair of the Foundation’s Board of Trustees. I want to thank Joe for expanding my understanding of Jewish philanthropy, and encouraging my involvement. Much of what I’ve learned is a result of his guidance.

— Stephen L. Chernof
Caring for Our Most Vulnerable

My husband and I knew it was time to flee Lugansk – at the center of the battle between Ukraine and separatist forces – when we discovered shrapnel in my garden. For two years we have lived in a tiny one-bedroom apartment with our daughter and her husband.

Back in Lugansk, my husband and I were volunteers in the Jewish community, helping start the city’s Hesed social welfare center and coordinating the Warm Home program for elderly Jews. These are both programs of the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC). Now we’re on the other side, turning to JDC for rent assistance, winter relief and more.

We dream of going back, but each year the distance between us and that dream gets bigger and bigger and bigger. So we live here, and we breathe this air. Hesed keeps us alive.

— Mary Zilberman/JDC

With thanks to BMO Harris Bank for its generous support.

BMO Harris Bank
We’re here to help.
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